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ABSTRACT 

Thesis deals with hotel management issues in Libya focusing on human resources aspect 

and its influence on hotel service quality. It proposes several tools as a help for decision 

making in the field of particular hotel activities, demonstrates their utilization and 

comments their results. It also comes from a survey in selected hotels in the Libyan 

capital, and based on this survey it shows current quality issues faced by these hotels. It 

concludes, that there is a desperate need for promotion of Libya as a future attractive 

tourist destination, with a lot to offer to tourists, including a sufficient hotel infrastruc-

ture, which is still developing. 

Key words: Hotel Management, Decision Making, Markovian Chains, Optimization, 

Regression 

 

ABSTRAKT 

Disertační práce se zabývá hotelovým managementem v podmínkách Libye se 

zaměřením na řízení lidských zdrojů a jeho vliv na kvalitu hotelových služeb. Navrhuje 

několik nástrojů jako pomůcek pro rozhodování v oblasti dílčích hotelových aktivit, 

ukazuje možnosti jejich využití a komentuje jejich výsledky. Vychází rovněž z průzku-

mu ve vybraných hotelích libyjského hlavního města a na základě tohoto průzkumu 

ukazuje současné problémy v oblasti kvality, s nimiž se uvedené hotely potýkají. Zá-

věrem konstatuje, že Libye se musí v budoucnu zaměřit na propagaci země jako budoucí 

atraktivní turistické destinace s bohatou nabídkou pro turisty, včetně dostatečné hotelo-

vé infrastruktury, která se neustále vyvíjí. 

Klíčová slova: hotelový management, rozhodování, Markovovy řetězce, optimalizace, 

regrese 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The world has recently witnessed a great development in all sectors. Hotel industry has 

an effect on different economies in different nations around the world, in which recent-

ly, found a great prominence from what it has from a significant role in raising the living 

standards for countries around the world. 

Hotel tourism in the modern age has become an industry that competes, significantly, 

with great industries of all kinds and it has been given importance and attention by many 

nations. Hotel tourism becomes an industry based on academic and information founda-

tions, and challenged by the modernization age and technology. In fact it has gone very 

far in terms of international standards due to the advancement in information and the 

important changes in the discipline of modern administration. Success of any project 

largely and directly depends on the administration methods used in that project. 

General attention given to the hotel management, which was concerned in general 

with taking care for the routine duties hotel operation, turned into modern understanding 

focusing on the reasons behind the care and interests of the administration. 

Successful hotel administration is the one that works with motivation and challenge 

to modernize its organization bodies and administrational operations in order to provide 

modern services in a suitable way. That along with improvement of the staff by prepar-

ing and training them in a civilized manner, which in turn would reflect in their good 

performance. 

Reason to choose this topic 

The hotel industry is considered to be one of the important economical fields in the 21st 

century as it has become a competing force in the face of other different industries and 

because of its effective role in raising the standard of living for all countries of the 

world. 

Due to the geographic and historical conditions, tourism can become an important 

field of Libyan economy, but only if the subjects operating in this industry are able to 

attract and satisfy the clients with their offer of appropriate products and services. As far 
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as it is only a developing field in the country, it needs more studies focused on particular 

aspects of the services of this type, and providing guidance for those, who operate in the 

field. 

Importance of the study can be seen in the following points: 

1. This research has its significance as it has connected three changes with one another 

(the organizational bodies of the five star hotels, hotel services, and tourism devel-

opment ), and shows the relationships between them. 

2. This category of hotels is on the way out of the monopoly into competition - after 

the foreign investors have entered this sector. This study could also attract and pro-

mote the domestic capital to start hotel projects of high quality. 

3. Significance of this study will also be based on the practical part, fulfilling its results 

and requirements to raise the level of services and attempt to reach international 

standards in providing hotel services. 

Problem of the study 

Obligation of a hotel is to achieve high quality service through appropriate organization. 

This study will examine hierarchical structure and its positive or negative influences on 

service level, which determines customers’ satisfactions. 

This study is focused on the problems that face Libyan tourist hotels of the 5 

stars category in providing the required level of hotel services. Providing the required 

level of services would project into the development of tourism in the Libyan Jamahiri-

ya. 
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2 OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY 

This thesis will focus on providing a basis for improvement of qualification of manage-

ment and service staff of selected Libyan hotels by pointing out the strengths and weak-

nesses of the organizing bodies. 

2.1 Objectives 

Main objective of the dissertation is to try to associate organizational structures of se-

lected hotels with the quality of hotel services, and to attempt to formulate proposals to 

minimize the negative effects of administrative bureaucracy within these hotels. 

Selected hotels include the most important five star hotels, which are located in Trip-

oli, the capital of Libya. These hotels were chosen due to the fact that they are rated in 

the same category and that is five-star category. The hotels are: 

- Al-Mahary Hotel. 

- Al-Waddan Hotel. 

- The Grand Hotel (Al-Funduq Al-Kabir). 

- Bab Al-Baher Hotel. 

This sample includes the management leaders, heads of departments, and the units 

which include managers or technical employees specialized in the hotel industry. Also 

the study will make a research of a sample of customers (of the selected hotels) in order 

to get to know their evaluation of the standard of the particular hotel services and level 

of their satisfaction. 

The study data will be collected through personal interviews and questionnaires, from 

which the researcher will obtain all the information related to the project variables as 

well as data related to the employees at these hotels. After collecting the required data, 

statistical means will be used namely the SPSS Statistical Package for the purpose of 

exhibiting the relationships (correlation) between the variables and in order to find areas 

of weaknesses and strengths. The study will also come from the secondary data – espe-

cially the reports of Libyan government. 
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2.2 Methodology 

Hotels are and have been growing in numbers and developing steadily for many years 

irrespective of their type, size or their geographical location around the world. A number 

of factors have contributed to their development and increase in numbers of which the 

most important are: huge population growth, increase of people’s movement from one 

place to another and the growing desire of these people to visit big cities and other over-

seas countries. 

For this study there were selected four hotels for the following reasons: 

- These hotels represent the five-star category hotels, which exist within the boundaries 

of the city of Tripoli which means that this study covers all the hotels targeted by this 

work. 

- These hotels are affiliated to different companies which manage and run such hotels 

as we have mentioned previously. 

- The importance and significance of the role played by five-stars hotels in the hotel 

industry and the tourism development in Libya. 

- The similarity of these hotels in terms of classification and their difference in terms 

of the size. 

In the light of the above, I have kept in mind the objective of dealing with all these 

topics, and, in the process, decided to divide my research into three different topics re-

lated to this industry and how it is managed, which are namely: 

Part One: Hotels and working in the hotel industry 

This topic is an introduction to the hotel industry in which a Hotel is properly defined, 

types of hotels listed, characteristics of five star hotels (the subject of this study) identi-

fied including a brief description of the importance of classifying hotels and the nature 

of the hotel business as well as the factors that help in making such a business succeed. 

Besides that, positive and negative aspects of hotel work are identified. 
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Part Two: Hotel management 

This topic concentrates more on the study of hotel management in terms of its defini-

tion, and importance. Hotel management is considered to be a complete system with 

more emphasis on the study of administrative and technical departments, which are 

combined to form the organizational hierarchical structure of the hotel in terms of its 

tasks and how these tasks are fulfilled. 

Part Three: Hotel services 

In this topic, the hotel services are evaluated in terms of their understanding (meaning), 

main characteristics, and what prompts clients to purchase such services. Reference is 

made to the quality of hotel services and the underlying parameters for such quality, 

how to ensure such quality and reasons for the failure in achieving such quality of hotel 

services. Also, the aspects of developing the quality of hotel services and standard pa-

rameters for management of employees’ affairs at hotels are outlined. 

2.2.1 General structure of methods employed  

One of the very suitable methods for the research within the thesis is seen the application of 

model presented by Hill and Johnson (2002). This model clearly shows the interconnections 

between key influences within an issue approached in a deductive way – when the researcher 

wants to monitor the situation, and deduce its key features based on this monitoring. 

The key issue of the model is identification of a particular phenomenon or factor variation 

of which the research will attempt to explain or understand (Problem B in the figure). Then it is 

necessary to identify the factors causing changes of the monitored variable (Problem A in the 

figure). Both should be well described, if possible in a set of quantitative indicators (Problems 

E and D). And then, it is necessary to keep in mind, that not all the changes of the “dependent 

variable” are necessarily caused by the independent variable, and therefore the “extraneous” 

variables should be monitored, as well (Problems C and F in the figure). If the researcher fails 

to control for the effects of the extraneous variables, the internal validity of any findings is 

threatened (Campbell and Stanley, 1963). 

Thus it will be interesting to monitor main performance characteristics of the hotels, and 

find out, what are the main causes of success or failure of particular hotels. For these needs the 

model application would come from considering Hotel management to be the main independent 

variable influencing Hotel performance as the main dependent variable. These variables can be 

described by a number of characteristics, some of them being included in the figure. 
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Figure 1 Model of hotel management issues (Adjusted from Gill-Johnson, 2002, p. 

48) 
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F – Internal environment – performance indicators (financial and others). 

(The general issues and rules – problems A and B – will be examined within the survey of 

literature, the environment issues – problems C to F – will be a matter of the result part of the 

dissertation.) 

2.2.2 Data collection methods 

The thesis will come from both, primary and secondary data. Secondary data sources 

specifically include literature study, and study of the reports of Libyan government, and 

they mostly relate to the problems A and B. These information have the following com-

ponents: 

1. Papers related to changes in the analyzed field (hotel management, hotel services, 

and tourism development). 

2. Laws, regulations, and terminology used in the hotels to develop tourism in Libya. 

3. Reports related to qualification of the work force of the hotels and the jobs, which 

they occupy. 

Primary data are necessary to address the issues described by problems C to F, and for 

their collection the study uses the following methods. 

1. Personal interviews. 

2. Questionnaire survey. 

Primary data collection in this study consists of two types of questionnaires, the follow-

ing explains in details each of the two types and the questions it contained. 

The First Questionnaire: This questionnaire targets leaders and managers who are 

working within the hotels that were subjected to this study. The purpose of this ques-

tionnaire was to study the extent to which the hierarchical organizational structures af-

fect the hotel services provided by these hotels and the impact these structures have on 

the development of tourism in general, it also attempted to find any correlation between 

them.  This questionnaire has three pages and is divided into general information con-

cerned with identifying the individuals who answered it and such data is related to de-

termining the job-title they are currently holding and their service period in the hotel 

industry in general in addition to finding out the qualifications of such subjects. 
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The questionnaire deals with the effect of job allocation and the size of labour on the 

hotel profession. This is what questions 1-3 dealt with. The questions concerned with 

obstacles facing the employees who were subjected to this study while they perform 

their jobs and such obstacles may result in hindering the hotel services reaching the five-

star standard. Possible solutions for overcoming such obstacles were dealt with in ques-

tions 5, 6, 7, 15, 16 and 17. The researcher offered a number of options in which the role 

of the importance of the first independent variable (the organizational structure) on the 

two sub-ordinate variables which are the hotel services and the development of tourism. 

There are also some open-ended questions especially formulated to prompt  those 

who answer the questionnaire to highlight some of the solutions that they see fitting and 

suitable to determine such obstacles as indicated in the annexed questionnaire No. (1), 

the sixth question to be specific. 

Some questions related to training programs and to what extent they were imple-

mented were paused in addition to the quality parameters of the hotel services, perfor-

mance standards and the personal evaluation of services provided by those targeted by 

the questionnaire. These aspects were covered by questions No. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 , 13 and 

14. 

This research work aims to study and research the organizational hierarchical struc-

tures if five-star hotels and analyze the internal sub-divisions of such structures. It also 

aims to outline how homogenous these structures are with the objectives of the organi-

zation and the nature of the operations that occur within it. In addition, the study aims at 

the degree to which these structures contribute in raising the efficiency of hotel services 

and tourism development. The sample, therefore, contained all levels and administra-

tive, services and technical jobs that exist within the organizational structures of the 

hotels which are the subject of this study. 

These jobs are namely: 

- General Headquarters of Hotels. 

- Heads of Department. 

- Managers of Sections. 

- Unit Managers. 
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The research study also included a sample from hotel customers which represent the 

subject of this research study in order to identify their satisfaction with the services pro-

vided to them and the problems they are facing and ways of developing and improving 

such services. The Period in which this research work was conducted was between 

01.04.2004 and 30.05.2004 which means a whole two months which was the final dead-

line for handing in the research questionnaires. The questionnaire related to Heads of 

Departments and Section Managers as well as Unit Managers were distributed as shown 

in the following table which illustrates the distribution of questionnaires among the re-

search subjects. 

Table 1 Distribution of questionnaires handed out among the different hotels 

Hotel Name Number of Questionnaires Returned Questionnaires 

Al-Mahary Hotel 15 14 

Al-Waddan Hotel 13 12 

The Grand Hotel (Al-Funduq Al-Kabir) 17 17 

Bab Al-Baher Hotel 15 14 

Total 60 57 

Questionnaire handed out to leaders and supervisors working in the targeted hotels was 

done according to the operational departments, sections and units at these hotels as illus-

trated in the following table. 

Table 2 Distribution of the questionnaire among the targeted subjects 

Job Title Number of Questionnaires Percentage 

General Manager 3 5.26 

Assistant General Manager 1 1.75 

Reception and Checking-in Dept. 3 5.26 

Finance Dept. 4 7.02 

Operations and Maintenance Dept. 4 7.02 

Food and Beverages Dept. 3 5.26 

Reception Section 3 5.26 

Supervision and Follow-up Section 4 7.02 

Residence Section 4 7.02 

Purchasing and Warehouse Section 2 3.51 

Public relations Section 3 5.26 

Restaurants and Cafés 5 8.77 

Preparation and Furnishing Section 2 3.51 

Room Services Section 4 7.02 

Administrative and Personnel Section 2 3.51 

Kitchens Section 3 5.26 

Banquets and Receptions Unit 2 3.51 

Information Unit 1 1.75 

Administrative Affairs Dept. 4 7.02 

TOTAL 57 100 
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The researcher has paid special care in drafting the questionnaire to the history when the 

employees joined service at the hotels in general and the history of their taking up their 

current managerial positions. 

As for questionnaires handed out to hotel customers at these hotels, they were 

handed out in equal numbers as shown in this table. 

Table 3 Distribution of the questionnaire among hotels' residents 

Hotel Name Number of Questionnaires Handed out Returned Questionnaires 

Al-Waddan Hotel. 100 7 

The Grand Hotel  100 19 

Bab Al-Baher Hotel. 100 16 

Totals 300 42 

 

The Second Questionnaire is concerned with a sample of the hotel customers who 

were subjected to this study in order to determine, through their answers, the degree of 

satisfaction with hotel services they received during their stay at these hotels.  This 

questionnaire is made up of two pages comprising 9 questions in which simplicity and 

shortness was adopted in wording such questions both in Arabic and English to make 

those who answer the questions feel comfortable when they answer in their preferred 

language. Besides that the extent to which they are satisfied with the hotel services. A 

number of parameters were selected for this purpose of which the grading system which 

comprises: excellent, good, fair, bad. Such services were divided based on the depart-

ments through which such services are provided for the purpose of identifying which of 

these departments customers were unsatisfied with in terms of services. The question-

naire also contained one open-ended question related to customers' suggestions related 

to ways of improving the hotel services which were meant to envisage ideas and obser-

vations of those customers on the hotel services which they may have received at other 

hotels and which are not available at these hotels. 

2.2.3 Data Processing Methods  

The basic methods of data processing include the general scientific methods. For ad-

dressing the issues of specifically the problems C to F, there is a variety of supplemen-

tary methods which will be employed within the dissertation. 
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The basic mathematical method which will be used throughout the project is predic-

tive analytics. Predictive analytics is an area of statistical analysis that deals with ex-

tracting information from data and using it to predict future trends. The core of predic-

tive analytics relies on capturing relationships between explanatory variables and the 

predicted variables from past occurrences, and exploiting it to predict future outcomes. 

Generally, predictive analytics is used to mean predictive modeling and forecasting. 

However, people are increasingly using the term to describe related analytical disci-

plines, such as descriptive modeling and decision modeling or optimization. These dis-

ciplines also involve rigorous data analysis, and are widely used in business for segmen-

tation and decision making, but have different purposes and the statistical techniques 

underlying them vary. 

Usually three types of models are used: 

- Predictive models analyze past performance to assess how likely a customer is to 

exhibit a specific behavior in the future in order to improve marketing effectiveness. 

This category also encompasses models that seek out subtle data patterns to answer 

questions about customer performance. Predictive models often perform calculations 

in order to guide a decision. These methods will be used to analyze the number of 

customers accommodated in the hotel and needs to find the long-term trend of the 

number of customers and needs to find the seasonal trend and to find the forecast for 

future. In particular the examination of proposed activities will be based on the 

methods of multivariate regression, and time series analysis – see  (Anderson, 1998),  

(Johnson & Wichern, 1992),  (Brockwell & Davis, 1986). 

- Descriptive models quantify relationships in data. Descriptive models can be used, 

for example, to categorize customers by their product preferences and life stage. De-

scriptive modeling tools can be utilized to develop further models that can simulate 

large number of individualized agents and make predictions. 

- Decision models describe the relationship between all the elements of a decision — 

the known data (including results of predictive models), the decision and the forecast 

results of the decision — in order to predict the results of decisions involving many 

variables. These models can be used in optimization, maximizing certain outcomes 
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while minimizing others. Decision models are generally used to develop decision 

logic or a set of business rules that will produce the desired action for every customer 

or circumstance. In particular these methods will be used to demonstrate their bene-

fits in connection with an enlargement if a hotel attractiveness in connection with op-

erating a hotel car rental service. As far as some of the examined hotels have more 

branches, the sample demonstration will relate to two car rental services, one in Ben-

ghazi and the other in Tripoli. Because cars can be collected and returned in both cit-

ies the problem is to find the optimal number of cars in each place to minimize the 

number of cars which has to be transported from one city to the other be the employ-

ee of rental service. The demonstration will be shown based on Markovian networks 

– see  (Giordano, Weir, & Fox, 1997),  (Gujarati, 2003),  (Hillier & Liberman, 2004). 

The researcher has also selected a number of indicators from the questionnaires that 

were handed out. These indicators are seen by the researcher to be useful in measuring 

the variables of the study and therefore determining if there is a relationship (correla-

tion) between them or not in an effort to reach any evidence proving the study hypothe-

sis or otherwise using analysis of variance with the statistical computer package known 

as SPSS used mainly in social related statistical applications. 
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3 SURVEY OF LITERATURE 

3.1 Tourism development 

3.1.1 Tourism and tourists 

Many writers in the tourism field have dealt with the meaning and perception of tourism 

and the tourist and presented many definitions for such terms of which are the follow-

ing: 

1- The word tourism means (traveling and staying outside the country of permanent 

residence) and the Swiss Glaxman defined the term in 1935 to be (the total ex-

changeable relations that arise between the individual who is present on a temporary 

basis at any given place and the individuals who reside at this same place). 

2- As for the word tourist, it means (the person who willingly resides outside his per-

manent country of residence without having the aim of making economic gains and 

he has to spend money he as saved somewhere else). 

3.1.2 Types of Tourism 

Various references specializing in tourism have mentioned and referred to the kinds of 

tourism and these were classified based on their types as follows: 

a. Classification of tourism based on purpose/objective: 

1. Holidaying and Recreational tourism. 

2. Temporary employment tourism. 

3. Health, medical treatment, education or sports tourism. 

4. Visiting archaeological and historical places kind of tourism. 

5. Hobby tourism. 

6. Social tourism. 

7. Conference and Meeting tourism. 

8. Religious and Cultural Tourism. 

9. Shopping tourism. 

b. Tourism is classified based on the number as follows: 

1. Individual tourism. 
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2. Group tourism. 

c. Tourism is classified based on age as follows: 

1. Adolescence tourism. 

2. Youth tourism. 

3. Adults' tourism. 

4. Retired people tourism. 

d. Tourism is classified based on the length of stay as follows: 

1. Day's tourism. 

2. Seasonal tourism. 

3. Accidental (none-repeating) tourism. 

e. Tourism is classified based on geographical destination as follows: 

1. Inland tourism. 

2. Overseas tourism. 

f. Tourism is classified based on the nationality as follows: 

1. Foreigners' tourism (International Tourism). 

2. Nationals of the visited country residing abroad tourism. 

3. Nationals visiting their own country (inland tourism). 

3.1.3 Tourism Industry and its Characteristics 

Before outlining the characteristics of the tourism industry, it is essential to define this 

kind of industry which (comprises general and special structures/organization that have 

something in common this being the development, production and marketing of goods 

and services for the purpose of serving the needs and comfort of tourists). 

Tourism services comprise the provision of all services and goods which are needed 

by the tourist and those that fulfill his requirements, suit his interests and lie within his 

financial ability with the availability of hotel services alongside transport services and 

tourist guides. Through the supply of these services to tourists, the tourism industry has 

become one of the most important industries in terms of the economy. As an economic 

industry, it is characterized by a number of attributes of which are the following: 
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1. The tourism activity is an intricate one and associated with other numerous economic 

activities whether related to services or industry. 

2. The availability of the right atmosphere for tourism such as political stability and 

economic progress which influence demand for tourist products nationally and inter-

nationally. 

3. Demand in tourism depends on the availability of basic and complementary tourist 

resources and services. 

4. The tourism industry provides services of special nature related to the economic, so-

cial and political development in many developing and developed countries alike. 

3.1.4 Tourism Management 

 The organizational hierarchy for tourism management in any tourist country comprises 

tourism organizations from the public and private sectors. The responsibilities of public 

and private bodies in this industry are defined based on the political organizational hier-

archy of the country, on the kind and size of the targeted tourism development. There 

are many prototypes that differ in terms of governmental intervention and association 

within tourism such as (governmental ministry, Permanent and None-Permanent Tour-

ism Council in charge of tourism affairs). It is preferable to assign tasks related to tour-

ism policies, tourism planning, tourism research, tourist establishment standards and 

licensing system, training and education within this industry to a specialized Govern-

mental Ministry in addition to the provision of the legal cover and tourist related regula-

tions which define the different policies adopted in the development of the tourism in-

dustry. It is also preferable to introduce tourism legislations related to standards and 

licensing parameters for hotels, restaurants, tour operators and hotel classification 

scheme as well as requirements that ensure the safety of tourism and maintaining his 

interests. 

The Ministry of Tourism is associated with hotels management in terms of organi-

zation through conducting a number of studies and compiling statistical data on tourism 

activities in the country and the expected increases in numbers of various kinds of tour-

ists who are likely to visit the country. This ministry also participates in the revitalizing 

tourism and attracting tourist groups, organizing contests or take part in cooperation 
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with other specialist organizations such as cinemas and sea-sports clubs which will, of 

course, attract large numbers of tourists to hotels. 

3.1.5 Tourism Development: Perception, Constituents and Forms 

Tourism development is defined as (provision of facilities, incentives and services to 

fulfill the needs and desires of tourists and also comprises some tourist influences such 

as providing new job opportunities and new income). 

Tourism development entails all aspects related to the geographical patterns of offer 

and demand in tourism, the geographical distribution of tourist resorts and tourist activi-

ties and the various influences of tourism. It takes many forms that differ from one place 

to the other. There are mountain resorts, coastal resorts, hot springs resorts and in large 

cities there are restaurants and different categories of hotels. The tourism development 

depends on a number of factors, and the most important factors are: 

1. Tourism attraction factors which comprise natural elements such as the weather, 

forests, archaeological and historical sites. 

2. Different types of land, sea and air transport means. 

3. Accommodation facilities whether commercial ones such as hotels, motels and 

guest houses. 

4. All kinds of supporting facilities such as (tourist promotion and advertising, tourist 

management, handicrafts and banks etc…). 

5. Infrastructure services such as water, sewage, electricity and communications. 

In addition to these factors the parties in charge of implementing the tourist develop-

ment program which is usually done by the public or private sector or both together. 

Figure 1 illustrates the components of the plan devised for the tourism development 

scheme. 
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Figure 2 Components of the tourism development plan 

The development of tourism takes many and different forms such as: 

a. Development of Tourist Resorts: This type concentrates on holiday and vacation 

tourism and its amenities are characterized by being self-sufficient and they offer 

different activities and various services for recreational, rest and relaxing purposes. 

b. Tourist Villages: They offer water based activities, mountain activities and histori-

cal sites. 

c. City Resorts: These are tourist hotels and require this kind of merging of land use 

and social development programs without ignoring the economic dimension which 

facilitates the attraction of investment in hotels. This type of development required a 

special and distinctive tourist atmosphere. 

d. Isolation Resorts: Being distinctively small and very precise in its planning and 

comprehensive usually based in remote and uninhabited areas such as isles. Such re-

sorts are very expensive indeed. 

e. Modern, Sports, Sea-based and Adventures Tourism. 
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3.1.6 Obstacles that hinder the Development of Tourism 

Numerous obstacles and problems have been associated with the tourism industry which 

has led to the diminishing of this sector's role in the economic and social development. 

The most important of these problems facing the tourism industry can be clarified as 

outlined in some specialist reference books as follows. 

Obstacles related to tourism planning 

The lack of a good information system that gauges the tourism activities in any country 

is one of the most important obstacles that hinder the drafting of any reasonable and 

effective plan for the development of tourism. We find shortcomings in finding data on 

the distribution of tourists based on their arrival route, purpose of visit, tourist's occupa-

tion, places and length of residence and the locations they visit. This, of course, leads to 

lack of accuracy in the new investment projects planning process or the development 

and improving of hotel services and other complementary services. 

Besides that the lack of feedback information is another side of this failing for not 

knowing the tourist's opinion in the standard of hotel services rendered to him, prices of 

such services and the problems that he/she has encountered during his/her visit leads to 

lessening of our ability of knowing of such problems and ways of dealing with them as 

well as failing to direct tourist services to the right direction and the development of 

skills required for such process. The rarity of research and scientific field studies in tour-

ism and hotels which contribute in the development of manpower and specialized man-

agement skills especially in the hotel field all these factors have led to tourism planning 

being lagging behind and diminishes the role of tourism as a source of revenues. 

In addition to the conflicts and dispersing of specialties among some government 

ministries and the ministry of tourism and the ambiguity as regards to under whose ju-

risdiction some tasks fall which has led to obstacles in the way of development of tour-

ism. Besides, the lack of specialist experts and lack of funding by the state for tourist 

and hotel programs, low level of awareness in tourism and cultural aspects on part of the 

people which is due to the lack of interest from the media in the development of inland 

tourism and informing the people how to invest their money in setting up tourist pro-

jects which contribute in attracting tourists to the tourist area that are available. 
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Bureaucracy and the failure of Hotel Management 

Organizational bureaucracy and the lack of administrative and management services and 

skills in five-stars hotels (especially those owned by the private sector) to a large extent 

in the lagging of tourism development as the losses suffered by such hotels as a result of 

bad services are one of the outcomes of the routine and lack of specialized management 

expertise in the hotel business in general in addition to banning it from competition in 

the international tourism market. In addition, the restrictions imposed by routine ways of 

doing things in the public sector within the tourism industry has made things so bad to 

the extent that some hotel managers find difficulties in their efforts to improve hotel 

services because of their inability to direct some of the hotel staff members especially 

when the hotel manager is less professionally qualified than his staff. 

The Management approach adopted in managing hotels owned by the public sector 

is reflected in the performance of such hotels especially in terms of their organizational 

structure and hierarchy and the employees of such hotels contrary to the private sector 

style of management where we find a group of partners working for the purpose of 

achieving profits which leads to higher levels of services by the provision of all the ser-

vices required by clients and guests in the presence of specialists in public relations, 

marketing, sales and various services which are provided by the hotel. Such manage-

ment is also characterized by granting the authority and confidence (decentralized man-

agement) in the ability to spend the proposed allocated funds to run the hotel properly 

each within his field of specialty and job definition. 

Inefficiency and Ineffectiveness of the Tourism Marketing 

The development of tourism does not only depend on the country's tourist resources 

whether it is historic, archaeological or services but the more important aspect is how 

successful the country is in marketing such resources locally and overseas i.e., a good 

tourist product must have a good technique to market which can be noted in the inland 

tourism in Libya (Great Jamahiriya). There are no marketing channels to market inland 

trips which offer people the chance to explore the archaeological and natural potentials 

the country enjoys that characterize the region of North Africa. This is the role of the 

travel and tourism agencies, that can function as marketing channels through which our 

tourism and the tourist facilities available providing for the needs and desires local and 
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foreign tourists, can be properly publicized and marketed. This, however, is not possible 

without cooperation between these travel agencies and the tourism sector. 

3.1.7 Hotel Industry and its influence on the Tourism Indu stry 

Hotels are considered one of the requirements of modern civilization and for this reason 

we can not imagine any civilized country without hotels. There can be no tourism with-

out hotels and no hotels without tourism. As a result, no city can achieve any significant 

importance unless it has at least one hotel to influence its visitors. Hotels play a primary 

and even the most important role in the development of tourism in any country in the 

world. The tourist spends a long time in hotels especially the health tourism, business 

travel and conference tourism. Hotels are the first thing that a tourist looks for before he 

searches for food or drinks. From this tourism is considered a main pillar of the tourism 

industry besides being an important source of foreign currency and a significant industry 

that eradicates unemployment. This industry boosts high profit margins especially in 

countries that promote it by offering tax and customs exemptions on all operating 

equipments and machinery. 

The development of tourism in any country depends on how developed and ad-

vanced hotel management is in terms of providing different tourist services. We note 

that many tourist countries around the world have concentrated their efforts on the con-

struction of modern and large hotels that are distinctively attractive and offer many dif-

ferent services besides that. They offer superior services that are evident in the high effi-

ciency of the hotel management which has seen growth, expansion and development 

based on how developed the services provided by the hotels. This development reflects 

on the hierarchical structure of hotels which have become characterized by being com-

plicated and having many departments and specialized sections that are highly special-

ized in an effort that aims to achieve one objective which is to fulfill the needs of the 

clients/customers. This has naturally added to the burden that lies on the hotel manage-

ment which has become one of the most difficult job that presents great and constant 

challenges and require a great deal of flexibility to adapt to the environmental changes, 

cater for the changing external influences and fulfill clients requirements in addition to 

keeping up with the technological changes which have become a distinctive characteris-

tic of the modern age. We, for example, note that businessmen put a great deal of em-
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phasis on the reservation of rooms at the hotels they prefer to stay in before their arrival. 

It has therefore become imperative on part of the hotel management to provide for this 

requirement through the use of automatic and speedy reservation systems. 

3.2 Hotel Business and Organizational Structures  

3.2.1 Concept of Hotels  

Hotels are organizations (establishments) that come in various types, shapes and serve 

different purposes. They are spread all over the world and constitute the main partial 

systems of the tourism sector in each country. 

Theoretical reference books indicate that hotels are considered to be one of the 

main elements on which the tourism industry depends. The term has been subject to 

controversy in regard to its definition as many have disagreed on its definition. Before 

we go deeper into this topic, it is well worth mentioning at this point, that  (Assaid, 

1998) stated that the word “Funduq” (“hotel” in Arabic) is not of Arabic origin but is a 

foreign one that goes back to Greek origins. The word “Funduq” is a conjugate of “Pan-

dokia” in Greek which refers to the old Greek hostels. The letter “p” was replaced by “f” 

and the word became finally known as “fandokia”. 

The British Law defines the term “hotel” as follows: Hotel is a place, where the or-

derly traveler receives services related to accommodation and food for a given price 

he/she is able to pay1 The American Hotels and Motels Association defined hotel as “a 

lodging place which has been set up in accordance with the law where the resident finds 

shelter and food as well as other services for a given price”.1 

However, Dr. Ahmed Mohammed Al-Masry defined a Hotel in his Hotel Manage-

ment Book  (Al-Masry, 1998) that it is “a building, an establishment or a foundation that 

provides the public with accommodation, food and services for a period of time at an 

agreed and known price”. 

Through the previous definitions, we can deduct a comprehensive definition for the 

term Hotel. This definition reads as follows: it is a primary and complex system that 

comprises a number of sub-systems, all of which integrate with each other for the pur-

                                                      
1  (Ali, 1998), p. 39. 
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pose of achieving the desired objective which is providing accommodation and food to 

residents for a certain price. 

3.2.2 Types of Hotels and Significance of Their Classification  

Theoretical reference sources that refer to opinions of writers specializing in Hotel man-

agement differ and disagree in regard to the definition of standards and parameters used 

in classifying hotels. Sadhir Andrews classified them according to various types and 

different kinds based on the following criteria: location, size (number of rooms), and the 

way services are provided, type of residents, length of hotel stay and other incentives 

rendered.2 

However,  (Al-Hamidy, 1968) classified hotels to the following categories based on 

their nature and use for which they were founded: transit hotels, permanent stay hotels, 

temporary stay hotels, seasonal hotels, sports hotels, medical treatment hotels, mobile 

hotels and tourist hotels.3 

Dr. Abdul-Hmid bu-Na'em (Abunaem, 1995) classified hotels according to their na-

ture, characteristics, the purpose they were established to serve and the services they 

provide. 4 

As for Prof. Maher Abdulazziz Tawfiq  (Tawfiq, 2000), he holds the view that clas-

sification of hotels should be based on the following factors: Ownership, location, ser-

vices provided, Category and Number of stars awarded and prices. 

In addition, Prof. Mohsan Al-Soukr Adwan  (Adwan, 1995), who is a specialist in 

the tourism economy classified hotels based on the following criteria: purpose of stay, 

duration of utilization, form of ownership, size, category, length and location of stay, 

type of tourist travel, air hotels, floating hotels and youth hostels. 

Dr. Hamid Abdulnabie Al-Ta’ie based his classification of hotels on the following 

criteria: material characteristics, price level and service system. 5 

                                                      
2  (Al-Masry, 1998), p. 29 
3 (Al-Hamidy, 1968) 
4 (Abunaem, 1995) 
5  (Al-Ta'ie, 2000), p. 23-32. 
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From the above it becomes clear that there is no one certain parameter better than 

the others since the selection of parameters and the basis according to which the classi-

fication is done depends on the purpose of the classification process itself. 

In addition, hotels can be classified based on more than one single basis such as the 

case, when the hotel is a tourist, seasonal and used for sporting events at the same time. 

Classification of hotels based on location, period of stay and category (1-2) is the most 

common method used in the classification process, which is the approach adopted by 

this thesis. The hotels in this thesis are all five star hotels and are considered to be the 

finest available hotels providing complete services to clients at high prices that are ap-

propriate for the quality of services provided and their size. Such services are character-

ized by special properties in terms of location, food and beverages. In these hotels, effort 

is more concentrated on the quality of food and beverages served by the restaurants and 

are characterized by their large size. 

The classification process is of great significance to the international and local tour-

ism for unifying and determining conditions and levels of services, which are appropri-

ate to the different hotel categories in all the countries or within one country, it becomes 

easier for the tourists and also for the travel agencies to identify the services, which will 

be provided to them for the agreed and publicized price throughout the travel season. 

Its significance also becomes more evident in respect to the investors, since they 

want to know beforehand the hotel’s category, level of services, furnishings and size of 

rooms, before they decide to invest their money in building a hotel etc.6 

3.2.3 International Specifications of Five Star Hotels  

Hotels are classified into different tourist categories in terms of quality of furniture, lin-

en and location etc. and these categories are as follows: Five Stars, Four Stars, Three 

Stars, Two Stars and One Star. Since the subject of this study is the five stars hotels, we 

shall suffice with outlining the characteristics of this category. The basic factors associ-

ated directly with comfort and quality of services representing the minimum level, be-

                                                      
6  (Al-Hamidy, 1968) 
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low which the services should not be allowed to fall, while the possibility of providing a 

better service must always be there, are:7 

1. The Building: It must be separate in this category and must have its own main en-

trance for customers and one for luggage, employees and goods. 

2. Location: The location must be an excellent one and in a tourist area. 

3. Rooms: The minimum number of rooms is 50 rooms and the areas of such rooms 

are as follows: 

14 m2 for single rooms. 

16 m2 for double rooms. 

As for the settee, it should occupy an area of 3.25 m with a color TV-set and a Radio 

available in all rooms, as well as an internal music beside the bed, so that the cus-

tomer can easily switch it on and off. All rooms must have air conditioning. 

4. Toilets: A complete Deluxe Toilet in all rooms, which should cover an area of 5 m2 

and a bathtub of 1.50 m length surrounded by a curtain and a mirror. It should have a 

drawer above each sink, a lamp, a soap, a bath towel, a small towel and a feet towel 

and one for the hands. The toilet room should also have toilet tissues and normal tis-

sue paper, an ashtray, a bedside lamp and a hair dryer, a toilet hanger, a small sham-

poo and a dustbin. 

5. Public Toilets (WC’s): There should be one on each floor, in a public hall in order 

to provide a complete service in any place. 

6. Salons and lobbies: These must be proportionate to the number of rooms in the 

hotel so that customers are provided with the freedom to move around in the hotel. 

The size of the area designated for a salon is 3.25 m2 in every single room. 

7. Night Club: It is preferable to have one in all five star hotels and four stars hotels 

since these are the level in which such entertainment service must be available too. 

8. Function Halls: These must be available in a hotel of this category and it is neces-

sary to have a conference hall in such a hotel of this class. 

                                                      
7  (Said, 1994), p. 49-52.,  (Al-Badry & Al-Hamidy, 1998), p. 23-34. 
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9. Restaurants: The restaurant must have an area of approximately 2.25 m2 times 

number of rooms and should provide services around the clock everyday. 

10. The Bar: There must be a bar in this category of hotels and it should be separate 

from the restaurant. 

11. Telephones: This category of rooms should have a telephone for direct inland and 

international calls. The hotel should have the facility for calling customers through 

an internal broadcasting system for public announcements. In addition, there should 

be telex and telegraphic cable services since most of the guests of these categories of 

hotels are businessmen, who prefer to have this type of fast service. Business travel 

has become a distinctive feature of tourism nowadays. 

12. Cafeteria: There should be one available in these hotels and service must be availa-

ble 24 hours a day. 

13. Electrical Devices: This including the obligatory availability of a room fridge, a 

separate light switch for the roof lights, one for the bathtub and one next to the bed 

for each customer. In addition, a reading lamp beside the writing table must also be 

made available for reading and writing. 

14. Furniture and Carpets: The single bed measures 100x200 cm and the double bed 

measures 140x200 cm, a bedside small drawer and a chest drawer equipped with 

drawers and a mirror, food table, an office, a wardrobe build inside the wall, carpet 

for each room, bag holding space, a normal chair and a sofa in each room. There 

should also be a wall mirror not less than 120 cm in height. Writing and sewing 

equipment, a dustbin and ashtrays. The color of the furniture must match the room 

color. 

15. Room Service: Should be available to provide food and beverages around the clock 

daily for this category of hotels. 

16. Outlet Shops: There should be a lady and gents hairdressing salon and gift shops 

for items such as books, magazines, newspapers and photographic equipment. There 

should also be a travel agency office, a car park, a swimming pool and a currency 

exchange office (bank). 
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17. Staff Restaurant and Resting Room: This must be available since the size of 

workforce in this category is large and a place must be allocated for them to have 

their meals during duty periods. 

18. Medical Services: There should be a medical service inside this category of hotels. 

19. Baggage Holding Facility: This is to provide the facility of leaving luggage to be 

kept in this facility, which is to provide a peace of mind for the customers to have 

luggage in safe hands. This necessitates the existence of suitable fortified safes for 

depositing such luggage and valuable items. 

20. The Laundry: For cleaning and ironing clothes of the guests and employees as well 

as the public during slack times as a form of income. 

21. Protection from Fire (Safety): This involves taking all possible precautions related 

to safety from fire through positioning of fire warning devices at all public and ser-

vice places with the presence of ladders for emergencies. Besides there should be a 

stand-by electrical generator to be used when there is a power cut which should 

come into operation automatically with the availability of all the requirements essen-

tial for this category to ensure room safety. 

22. Secretarial Service: This service should be available in this category particularly if 

the hotel is being used by business people. 

23. In addition to these characteristics, the following important aspects must be taken 

into consideration: 

a. The Hotel manager must have the required experience in running such hotel es-

tablishments and speak foreign languages fluently. Heads of departments must 

also speak foreign languages, which applies to all employees who have direct 

contacts with the customers. 

b. There should be one uniform for all employees of the hotel and it should be 

clean and of good quality. 

c. Prices of rooms, timing and other services provided by different departments of 

the hotel must be made public. 
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d. Room doors must be numbered or have distinctive markings. Each room must 

have its own unique key. 

e. All employees must undergo a medical check-up once a year. 

f. There should be a system in place for fighting insects in all the rooms, the kitch-

en, other facilities and amenities of the hotel. 

3.2.4 Nature and Characteristics of the Hotel Activity  

It is essential to identify the main characteristics of any activity so that the management 

can deal with this activity effectively and efficiently. In addition to this, the management 

must anticipate any changes that occur to such characteristics. The hotel activity is at-

tributed with certain characteristics which must be known to those involved in working 

in this sector and they should be able to anticipate them so that it is easier to deal with 

these changes. These are as follows:8,9,10,11 

1. Sensitivity of the hotel activity to political events for any political event in any cer-

tain country may affect the neighboring region and its hotel activity. 

2. Effect of economic circumstances of tourist exporting countries on the hotel activity. 

The strong currency enables its nationals to travel abroad and spend generously in 

other countries, which suffer from weaker currencies. 

3. Concept of service is the main concept of the hotel industry since the success of a 

hotel is measured by the quality of the service provided. This requires continuous 

evaluation of customer satisfaction with this service. 

4. Human resources are the main element in the hotel industry. Despite the develop-

ment of technologies, this has not diminished the importance of human factor since 

hotel services are performed through direct contacts with customers. 

5. There are numerous different activities that take place inside the hotel simultaneous-

ly such as administrative and technical activities, hotel services such as spending the 

night, preparation of food and serving drinks, which, of course, require the ability to 

                                                      
8  (Abunaem, 1995), p. 57-58. 
9  (Ali, 1998), p. 58. 
10  (Tawfiq, 2000), p. 245. 
11  (Kheir Allan, 1999), p. 16. 
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coordinate between the different departments to ensure efficiency in providing such 

services. This is where the role of professional management comes under the spot-

light. 

6. Hotel activity is influenced by seasonal trends. This is one of its main problems and 

requires preparation and marketing for comprehensive programs at low prices at 

low-demand times. 

7. Hotel industry is developing continuously and the hotel activity never stays at a 

stand still but keeps up with the development of other industries. If it does not keep 

abreast with other industries, the services it provides will deteriorate. 

3.2.5 Importance of the Hotel Work 

The importance of the existence of hotels whether to the individual or the economy at 

large lies in the following scopes:12, 13, 14 

1. Provision of Services to Individuals: Theoretical specialized reference sources 

show that hotels in our present days do not just provide the facility of spending the 

nigh to individuals but all the modern facilities and services such as clubs, swim-

ming pools, merchandize outlet shops, banking and postal services etc. The hotel, 

nowadays, is considered to be one of the modern necessities of life as they are seen 

as social and cultural centers. 

2. Achieving income and foreign currency: Hotels are like money producing ma-

chines or pumps for hard currency particularly if they have good and distinctive 

management, which implements correct sound scientific and practical principles. 

Hotels represent a major share of customers’ budgets since it is clear that a person 

who visits an overseas country spends roughly 32 % of the budget on hotels, which 

is illustrated in the following graph. 

                                                      
12  (Abunaem, 1995), p. 57-58. 
13  (Ali, 1998), p. 58. 
14  (Tawfiq, 2000), p. 245. 
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Figure 3 Customer spending distributed among the various items  (Tawfiq A. , 2002) 

3. Contribution to the development of the industry: The hotel industry has contrib-

uted to the development of some industries, which are considered to be essential and 

complementing to this industry such as the textile industry, furniture, air condition-

ing equipments, food, handicrafts and transport means. 

4. Development of the Areas where hotels are based: Hotels contribute to the devel-

opment of the community, in which they exist through improved infrastructure of 

the area such as shopping facilities and restaurants etc. The income of the area in-

habitants improves through high spending of tourists in these areas. 

3.2.6 Factors That Help In The Hotel Effort Success  

To guarantee realistic success in this industry, it is necessary to rely on the expertise of 

professionals in the hotel industry, their practices and management recipes, which 

achieved impressive success rates in their performance bearing in mind the variety and 

different ingredients of this recipe according to each expert. This is in addition to other 

helping factors that lead to the success of the hotel work, which are dealt with in some 

specialist academic sources, which are as follows: 

1. Caring for the completeness of service and making sure that the whole job small or 

large is taken care of properly and the ability to anticipate customer needs and ful-
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filling such needs are some of the most important factors for achievement of a suc-

cess in the hotel industry. 

2. Some industry pioneers have concentrated on selection of a definite segment of cus-

tomers and then providing them diligently with the required services through super-

vision of food and beverages and taking care of staff uniforms in addition to the in-

novation and development in the services provided to accomplish distinction and 

superiority. 

3. The Marriot Company, the owner of the Marriot Series of Hotels, has devised a rec-

ipe (formula), which it follows as a philosophy in managing its hotels and which is 

centered on the following principles: 

a. Providing the service in a polite and congenial manner to the customers. 

b. Providing high quality food and at a fair price. 

c. Working hard day and night to achieve profitability. 

4. The ability to identify market trends and its needs and applying the principle that 

quality, services and cleanliness are the values enjoyed by the customer for purchas-

ing the provided services. 

5. Paying attention to giving incentives to managers through awarding them material 

incentives for increased productivity. 

6. Some customers prefer one type/brand of hotel before the others due to lower prices 

compared to competing hotels or because they enjoy a certain discount which is not 

offered to them by all hotels. The price, on many occasions, plays an important role 

in success of a hotel and increasing its occupancy rate. 

7. The geographical location of a hotel is of great importance in terms of customer 

preference since the location effects availability of transport, being close to commer-

cial areas and getting better services, which help to increase occupancy rates and the 

success of the hotel. 

8. Advertising is one of the means for the hotel to present itself to the market and the 

public such as using the advantages that the hotel has over other competitors in 

terms of its location, transport means and the services it provides to its customers. 
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3.2.7 Positive and Negative Aspects of the Hotel Work  

 (Tawfiq M.-A. , 2000) dealt with positive and negative aspects of the hotel work and I 

have summarized them in the following points: 

Positive aspects: 

1. The different management departments, which are all working under the same roof, 

in order to perform their tasks efficiently and effectively, must be coordinated and 

there has to be certain cohesion between them. Through this cohesion and coordina-

tion, the individual who works at the hotel gains many different experiences. 

2. Hotel work requires presence of a challenging spirit among the employees since this 

job is by nature associated with the human factor or the customer, and for this it is 

essential to have a knowledge and awareness of how to deal with the general public. 

3. Hotel environment is a pleasant one and it is not subject to mundane boring routine, 

which means that the hotel working atmosphere is one of the best available. 

4. Secret of success in the hotel work is not simply doing the job but getting the satis-

faction of customer and his/her approval. 

5. Hotel work is a distinctive one, on which other changes are quickly reflected such as 

local, regional and the international economic changes and is prone to changes 

brought about by technologies, innovations and new work techniques. 

If a hotel stays idle without introducing any changes, it is in fact gradually declaring 

insolvency. The best example of this is the American Ritz Hotel in New York city, 

which was renowned for its excellent services. Due to its inability to keep pace with the 

changes in the human nature, their traditions, customs and expectations as well as the 

innovative technology used, the hotel was closed down after 40 years of service. 

Negative Aspects: 

The negative side of the hotel business that becomes apparent is namely that a mistake, 

which may be made by any single employee or any of the hotel departments, will affect 

the entire hotel adversely. This requires a very careful selection and appointment of ho-
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tel employees, and their constant ongoing training and vocational studies coupled with 

the diligent spirit of service and the love of people, culture and learning as well as the 

ability to quickly accept and know how to act within the anticipated or unexpected 

changes and develop the ability to interact with such changes and find suitable solutions 

to such problems. 

Another negative aspect of the hotel business is that work continues around the clock 

and for seven days a week. This means that employees of this industry are required to 

work throughout the day. Besides that there are a number of factors that affect the man-

power productive effort inside the hotel and thus lead to a decreased production rates of 

the individual employee, which is likely to have adverse effects on the development of 

the hotel services. These factors are:15 

1. The lack of confidence in all levels of management in addition to the non-

understanding of their job and the specialties that lie within their scope of work by 

managers. 

2. Lack of administrative efficiency, planning and correct scientific organization in 

such departments and their inability to organize and serve the employees. 

3. Constant conflict between the manpower with the current management at various 

levels. 

3.3 Human Resources of in Hotel Industry  

Human resources management in conditions of hotel industry include all administrative 

activities focusing on formation, maintenance, and development of human resources 

within a hotel.16 The goal of the unity of the human resources of a hotel can be high-

lighted the goals and objectives of the Human Resources Unit of the hotel through full 

acquaintance with the main objective and the sub-goals.17 

1 - General objective: Continuity of organizational performance and effectiveness of 

hotel efficiently through appropriate human resource. 

                                                      
15  (Kheir Allan, 1999), p. 5. 
16  (Amen, 1998), p. 38 
17 dtto, p. 39 
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2 - Sub-Goals: 

- Reconciling individuals (human resources) and hotel jobs. 

- To achieve lasting Saturations appropriate for individuals 

- To provide knowledge and skills and the development of the Acquisition Qualify-

ing and development. 

- Determine the career path of individuals. 

Unity of the responsibilities of human resources18 can be developed as a number of re-

sponsibilities carried out by the Human Resources Unit in the organization to ensure the 

continuation of hotel performance through human resource, namely: 

- Jobs Analysis - Identify the components of jobs, then job design in a comprehen-

sive manner so as to identify its responsibilities, and specifications of the incum-

bent 

- Human resources planning - Identify the needs of the organization of hotel hu-

man resources by identifying the demand and supply of these resources, and the 

surplus account and the deficit. 

- Selection and appointment - Selection of human resources required, through 

methods that should be used in this area. 

- Design the structure of wages - Determine the value and relative importance of 

each function and determine the structure of the hotel and paid his/her salary 

through the career track. 

- Design of incentive systems - Defines the structure of rewards obtained by the 

owners of distinctive hotel performance. 

- Benefits and services - To ensure the maintenance of human resources hotel, 

provided by the system regardless of the level of performance. 

- Evaluation of Performance - Identify the level of performance of employees in 

the hotel system, the measurement of current performance standards with pre-

fabricated. 

- Training - Working to bridge the gap between current performance and the per-

formance required by the activities of training and qualifying developmental and 

transformational. 

                                                      
18 dtto, p. 40  
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- Career - Calculating the route, which will go where the individual is identical 

with his job from the beginning of his career to end. 

3.3.1 Main actors of the human resources management 

Eager unity existing hotel on human resource management to ensure continuity of per-

formance of the organization hotel efficiently and effectively by all employees, so they 

are active in five key events, a configuration job and job recruitment, development, mo-

tivation, and finally the maintenance of mankind. 

- Job configuration: In the sense that the thing I find a way out of the given input, 

i.e., Mark has the form and content set before to proceed with the configuration 

process. In the area of the hotel, is configured to function in the sense set it’s fea-

tures, and determine their functions and responsibilities, and requirements to be 

provided, who will all of this on its performance, by analyzing the work and func-

tion design and function, and job descriptions. 

- Job analysis: Work is defined as activities productive and fruitful, which consists 

of the elements of physical and mental joint, which lead individually or collec-

tively, targeting returns of internal and external refers analysis to return the boat 

to the elements of the primary from which, intended analysis work to identify and 

record all data associated with the function of certain. This data include: job title, 

responsibility, authority, subordination regulations, resources to work with, nec-

essary documents, flows of internal and external information, conditions of per-

formance and requirements on performance of the individual, qualifications, and 

experience required. A note worthy of attention when analyzing the work, name-

ly, that the work and requirements are of interest and study, and not the character-

istics of the individual who is in this work in the future, because the organizations 

build on the job and not about individuals, and determined that everything related 

to the individual is the function of their qualifications, skills, and experience. 

- Job design: Indicate the word design in the concept of conventional public to de-

termine the final shape, and internal elements of the fabric, as well as its compo-

nents and the design of the job, collect outcomes analysis function -previously the 

reference to it -that leads to determine the method of work, responsibilities, and 

tools, and working conditions, and the nature of functional relationships of jobs. 
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- Recruitment: The means in Language of the recruitment, any access request to 

come. Here in the term means all activities for which the available human re-

sources needed by the organization, having planned and carefully selected, and 

employed in its proper place. Details can be addressed and the effectiveness of 

recruitment, through the following: human resources planning and polarization, 

testing, appointment. 

- Human resources planning: planning in the meaning of conventional in general, 

as the numbers of recruiter provided what should be done, his time, and place, 

and implementation tools, and individual organizers of the order of implementa-

tion and reflects the planning of hotel’s human resources that identify the needs 

of hotel’s human resources, in terms of number and quality, during the period of 

time. And with a hotel’s human resources planning process involving the all hotel 

units. 

- Selection and appointment: Disclose the language of choice, that choice, the se-

lection of anything among other things, the appointment of the appointed thing 

any allocated among other things, and so and so in the function presented by the 

person. It is intended selection, appointment, those activities through which the 

Organization can better selection of hotel’s human resources functions of the 

candidate -who are available including all elements of tradition jobs and jobs cri-

teria. And cooperate executives in the organization with the hotel’s unit of human 

resources, in the testing and recruitment, as Applicants for the job of these func-

tions on the one hand and as the most capable and knowledgeable in the technical 

aspects of performing in their units. 

3.3.2 Development of human resources  

Hotel organizations need to qualified personnel for the performance, so they are work-

ing on their preparations and prepare them and equip them, when they receive the posts 

through the so-called adaptations training, which may be on the job or in training organ-

izations19. It is known that organizations working in the hotel with rapid and successive 

variables: whether economic or technological knowledge, or social. And it is catching 

up with the need for the life of these organizations, which will be possible only through 

the so-called development to achieve any goals through processes of social change in 

                                                      
19  (Amen, 1998), p. 42 
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less time, and this is what the developmental training. And it becomes the individual 

hotel on a trip with training from the beginning of his career to end. Training is an ongo-

ing process of organization, centered on the individual as a whole aims to bring specific 

changes -behavioral, technical, and mind to meet specific needs -present and future, 

required by the individual and the work done and the organization in which it operates, 

and the community at large. It may be noted that the training change the behavior of the 

individual to fill the gap between current performance, performance on the required lev-

el. 

3.3.3 Motivation 

Motivation refers to the process moving, not static, which includes a set of multiple fac-

tors and reactive, it’s a process that is cognitive motivation is the final productions20. 

And crystallized the process of motivation, perceived in the interactive processes be-

tween the different needs and desires of the individual on the one hand, and between 

incentives expected to be achieved from the environment, or external motives, or be-

tween effects caused by the previous behavior on the other side. It is the premise that 

saturations available and appropriate to the needs experienced by the individual, which 

working to show the strongest performance possible motives, this component will be 

presented to the system of wages and salaries, and incentives that can be provided by the 

hotel organization. 

System of wages and salaries: Hotel on the level of organizations, working wages 

and salaries to attract the appropriate skills, and develop its commitment to stay and 

spread justice among workers, and then outbreaks of satisfaction among their ranks.  

Job evaluation: The unity of the human resources to choose the method that suits 

them, and then define the implementation plan, which is to determine the jobs in hotel 

are key that can be taken as a standard for other functions, after which it is determined 

the structure of jobs, any order of the functions on online degrees, then the pricing of 

each degree, set the start and wage / salary) tied the start (and end of the wage / salary) 

tied the end (for each degree. 

                                                      
20 dtto, p. 43 
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Management system of wages and salaries: Continuously updated variables both 

within the organization at the level of the hotel or the tourism market, or at the level of 

society as a whole. The attic provides many issues need maintenance treatment, which is 

on the mode of payment of wage / salary increases in line with the general market, and it 

appears that the working elements of the polarization of high-efficiency, organization 

and persistence of the hotel. 

Incentives: Must be incentives is the revenue earned by the employee as a result of 

excellence hotel work in performance from his peers. There are several levels of incen-

tives, we offer the following: -At the individual level: The increases in production asso-

ciated with the extraordinary, commissions, bonuses, and free flights Hajj / Umrah / 

Summer holidays, cups, and letters of thanks ... etc.. -At the collective level: Obtain 

hotel’s group (Division / Department / unit) the amount of the incentive as a result it 

apart of his distinction from other hotel groups, and preferably be distributed equally to 

members of the group, may also be trips, and cups, and letters of thanks to the all the 

group ... etc... -At the level of the Organization: Some hotel organizations put Incentive 

plans at the level of the organization as a whole and its example participating in profits, 

and provide an opportunity for employees to ownership of the name or ownership inter-

ests in the region hotel. 

3.3.4 Maintenance of human resources 

Hotel organizations trying to preserve the wealth of human resources, and on the conti-

nuity of its bid, and the replacement and switch according to the scientific foundations, 

leading to the sustainability of human formation is capable of giving and shareholder 

wealth and organized in the organization21. Even the organization achieves hotel con-

servation and preservation of human resources, they provide them with additional fea-

tures and services, and evaluate their performance, and plan a career path for them. 

Benefits and services: There are advantages and additional services provided by the 

organization for all the hospitality of its human resources, accounting for their member-

ship and their membership of the organization. 

                                                      
21  (Amen, 1998), p. 44 
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Wages / salary without work: A material benefits granted to workers in the organized 

hotel, and are at times that do not work in it, but they Obtained on wages / salary, such 

as breaks at work, annual leave normal, and the sickness, and the bar, and many others, 

along with public holidays, religious and nationalism. 

Insurances: The hotel organization's contribution in the several types of insurance 

such as retirement, accident, and treatment. 

Health services: Contribute to the work to ensure the good health of its human re-

sources and the hotel organizations contribute to by revealing the human league, and 

referral to statisticians, and conduct the necessary analyzes, radiology, and provide the 

required treatment. 

Facilities life: Some hotel organizations to reduce the pressures of life suffered by 

workers, by providing a convenient means of transportation for themselves and their 

families and find homes for them and their families. 

Clubs: Many Hotel organizations tend to Create by which clubs provide social ser-

vices, which appear through common meetings for workers to carry out the various 

flights, aimed at entertainment and leisure for workers. 

Evaluation of Performance: Is a continuous process by which to determine the extent 

of efficiency and effectiveness of the individual performance according to the criteria 

specified in advance? -Timing of the performance evaluation: The Co-assessment of 

their subordinates, in the end of the year, together, which saves a lot of problems, per-

haps the most prominent of the limited time available for evaluation, and also not fall-

on the mistake of other events, and it must keep records, recorded in what he deserves 

from the events, describes the progress of subordinates or not. 

Benchmarks for progress: Means the standards and elements of the main pillars, 

which will be used for comparison or for the corresponding trade-off or/ and here you 

must use the pillars reflect the quantity, and another check for quality, and all other as-

pects of behavioral style to make it clear – return and see the performance. 

Methods of assessment of performance: There are many ways to evaluate perfor-

mance and that the organization can choose the hotel the way / ways that are commensu-
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rate with. Main reasons for performance measurement include: 1 -Recognize workers on 

their performance levels, and the strengths and weaknesses 2 -The foundation upon 

which the pay increases, bonuses, allowances and entertainment 3 -Preservation of the 

individual determines the place of performance (to keep, transport, transfer, dispense). 4 

-To contribute to the identification of training needs of the Individual. 

3.3.5 Training of human resources  

The training mission is the development of the capacities, skills and behavior of em-

ployees for the purpose of access to achieve positive results for the facility based on that 

the Director has to do the following: 

1. to be able to determine the time to improve the efficiency of workers 

2. be aware that training is a good method used in the work plan for the development. 

3. understand and grasp the role and importance of training to help develop the facility 

to reach the goals of the plan. 

4. in the case of access to achieve the point (3) any type of training must be followed 

and what measures are needed? 

The importance of human resource management in the hospitality industry have a cer-

tain privacy, because the work in this sector is very sensitive in addition to that you can-

not solve the technical subject of human resources in all tourist services and hotels be-

cause there are many services require the presence of services, banquet, or physical, 

cannot be replaced by technically advanced machinery, as many commercial sectors, for 

example banks and petrol filling stations, and therefore will continue to need human 

resources and be of great importance in the successful operation of tourist facilities. In 

addition to the above, the following questions and answer them accurately is essential to 

the work of managers: A -At what times will the training be done? B -Who is responsi-

ble for the training process? C -What are the supplies needed to prepare a training plan 

Appropriate? D -What is the budget to support the training plan? E -When and how the 

manager can see if the training was an effective way to achieve success? 
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Definition of training: the definition of training is a series of procedures or processes 

based on multi-well thought out plan and the principles that help to programming, im-

plementation and evaluation of the training process must be Specific and well-known.22 

Add to that the process gain working experience and a new experience to work and 

reap the fruit of the facility management and staff. With this in mind we will try in this 

chapter a study of training in the hotel industry and restaurants in particular, according 

to the following points: 

- What is training? 

- The potential benefits obtained by the facility through the training process. 

- Problems or obstacles to be addressed for the purpose of making the training 

more effective and positive impact 

- identification of training needs. 

The concept of training can be defined as a set of procedures or processes, for the 

purpose of acquiring, developing skills, knowledge, attitudes, for a group and individu-

als in the organization for the purpose of raising the level of performance and produc-

tion efficiencies, to achieve the positive results of the organization and its employees. 

The important things that fall-on the responsibility of management to promote continu-

ous process of information and skills gained during the training process by the work-

ers.23 

Benefits of training24
 

1. Economy or saving the cost: When planning for training according to a structured 

program and is accessed to improve the efficiency of workers which in turn will lead 

to savings or reduce costs, increase efficiency and increase worker productivity. 

2. To satisfy the wishes and needs of guests: The training process is to satisfy the wish-

es and needs of the guests, because the possibility of the guest to distinguish be-

tween the worker and efficient and inefficient when he/she presents his service, that 

he trained in full enough or not, and when it is generated for the guests convinced 

that working with the efficiency and capacity in the performance of work they will 

                                                      
22  (Amen, 1998), p. 146 
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return again to the facility tourism in addition to that they will publish publicity free 

of charge to their friends and relatives. The issue of self-evident whenever employ-

ees performing services well and as required, this indicates that they are trained and 

have the ability to master their work and be just the opposite when their ability and 

competence are not the standard required, the pleasing guest will be difficult and 

gets attached tourist reputation is a good market in which it operates. 

3. The efficiency of workers: When all workers in infantry know their job well and 

they perform properly and efficiently. This helps the manager or supervisor to reach 

the goals easily and just as planned. 

4. Reduce absenteeism and increase production rates: When the administration feels 

the that the workers had reached a state of development of skills and abilities, 

awareness and responsibility and a sense of collaboration with the administration, 

and perform the duties entrusted to them under control and calculation on, it will 

help the administration's thinking in development programs to another for work and 

thinking in earnest in the support staff physically and emotionally when they appear 

to have the results of a positive increase and improve production and lower rates of 

absenteeism. 

5. Safety and health: Through the training process can be accessed to cover and address 

the many problems related to safety and health in terms of the ability of workers to 

address the problems that occur in the facility, for example fire or close the stores 

and how to arrange and organize the food, which according to certain temperatures, 

wear uniforms clean, apply FAQ health facilities in some hotel or restaurant, espe-

cially the Department of Hospitality Management. 

6. To improve human relations: When the managers, regardless of time and money for 

the purpose of access to the system or an effective training program lead to the de-

velopment of competencies and capabilities of employees interact and evolve human 

relations between workers and management and certainly will lead to positive re-

sults.  

                                                                                                                                                            
24 dtto, p. 153 
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Problems with training25 

1. The lack of an office or a specialized committee to oversee the process of training: 

Perhaps we can consider this lack of the most important obstacles that affect the in-

efficiency of training in the hospitality industry, where the lack of management at-

tention in tourism enterprises large non-allocation of adequate funds for this process 

in addition to the lack of office oversees the management and programming of this 

important process, which proves that a lack of understanding and awareness of 

meanings or connotations and results achieved through the establishment of the 

training process. 

2. Lack of skills or skill: Hinder the training process is a deficiency or lack of skill 

which have managers and supervisors in some facilities and hospitality seems clear 

that the presence of this disorder will affect the results of the work in terms of quali-

ty of service provided to guests. 

3. Lack of resources: The impact of the lack of skills, abilities and creations which 

have managers and supervisors in the tourism facilities will appear another problem 

is the lack of the ability to optimize the use of financial and human resources. 

4. The weakness in the organization: It’s the weakness of the process organization and 

planning of the training program, because in the case of none-generated trainees 

have convinced not to the benefit of training and therefore do not need to attend and 

remain in training. 

3.3.6 The relationship between the development of human r e-

sources and the service provided 

Meeting taking place between the customer and performer of service has the greatest 

impact, especially in those cases are when the service of the product key element, has 

been shown that in the event of a service to a commodity, the direct dealing is accompa-

nied by mostly focusing on the qualities of concrete of the product, and the way the cli-

ent with the Item just the same. 26 
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As for the service and where component service is high, there is nothing concrete ex-

changed with the client, and difficulty here is measuring the performance of the service 

such as the level of performance of services, (health care and education) and as such 

can’t be reached to the level of customer satisfaction, but by raising the level of deal 

Profile with him personally, and thus become an important component of an essential 

service as a whole. 

It is important to point out that the above ideas are linked in particular to the service 

with a personal nature such as legal services, consulting, and medical and not of a nature 

such as automatic telephone exchange service or automated services to banks. 

The impact of poor service at the hotel 

Showed a survey conducted by Gallop in 1980 for eating habits outside the home that 

83% of individuals who have been Investigated, Tried to avoid away from restaurants, 

which is characterized by the service bad, and good, and for this reason focused on in-

ternational companies such as Hilton and McDonald's of the importance of training em-

ployees and managers where the good service to customers, because effort that his sales 

manager for the acquisition of a single client, which may take a month as possible to 

waste it any employee in one second, if the worker guest improper treatment, so imagine 

the hotel was built in millions of pounds is not frequented by inmates because of the 

service. 

There are many positions can be listed could cause harassment to the beneficiary of 

the service and make it does not offer to stay at this hotel again, and if repeated this 

phenomenon, the hotel may lose its clients gradually, and this justifies the inevitability 

of excellent service and their role in achieving the satisfaction of guests but the errors 

and shortcomings _ which may take only seconds _ may crash the reputation of the hotel 

gradually if repeated employees, in turn, can build a strong reputation of the hotel in 

seconds also through outstanding service and excellent and trying to please a guest and 

hospitality it, and in spite of this simple fact, but many organizations do not focus only 

on the material respects in the preparation of policies and strategies for these organiza-

tions, but there are a few of the managers who are successful and who focus on the 

strategy of the service through the formulation of mission and objectives of the hotel out 

of a service, it was the McDonald's Corporation of America formulated its mission and 
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objectives as including quality, service hygiene where that is important is demand and 

not repeat the demand for hotel services in different and this can be achieved only 

through a good job by management and workers in the light of this policy and put it into 

practice, through the job description is written as well as actions the ideal in the table 

elegant, and we must deepen the concept of service and relationships with the guests 

which have Both the administration and the hotel staff because they all deal with the 

guests who frequent into the hotel. 

And usually the organizations fail to when they do not consider the organization as a 

whole, for example, has one of hotel companies to develop a training program for staff 

offices front on relations with the guests and after completion of the program back 

working in the front offices of a new concept for this relationship, but they were sur-

prised that this new concept, they don’t have administration or other departments within 

the hotel of any background. 

Instead of providing this program to the front office staff has one of the other hotel 

companies to develop this program to all members of the organization from senior man-

agement even to staff who are responsible for laundering kitchens equipment, and this 

led to better service. 

We conclude that in the past to serve the client or the guest is the responsibility of 

everyone in the hotel, from senior management and up to the smallest factor in the hotel. 

Product and service is number one in the hotel industry, on this organization should 

take care of a lot of running and planning of the service are also interested in the finan-

cial and profit from the hotel. And if any organization can be judged by the performance 

of its staff, the hotel staff should they get all the respect and appreciation of where the 

stop image of the hotel on the conviction and love for their work on this that the training 

is not enough units to develop good relations with the guests but it must suit with fair 

pay and incentive In addition to assessing the ongoing performance prediction with the 

constant needs of employees and guests by senior management, in other words that the 

industry based on people, Whether the customers or employees and this justifies the 

essential role of the human element in the industry. 
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3.3.7 The role of the human element in the hotel i ndustry 

In order not to bankrupt the organizations in the future, it will depend on the service 

provided and not on the quality of the product only, and despite the fact that the admin-

istration's key role in improving and developing the relationship with the guests, but the 

workers who provide service directly to the guests of their significant role in building a 

good reputation of the hotel or Smashing the service.27 

There are many managers believe that their employees have the ability to solve prob-

lems that arise with guests efficiently, but this does not always happen as often the reac-

tion of staff to these problems negatively and thus loses its hotel clients, and the past 

attention was focused on the technical aspects of the job, but the trend the world now is 

to train on the relations with the guests, and with the assumption that the communica-

tion skills and dealing with people's talent, but the hotel staff must learn how to treat 

guests through the acquisition of communication skills. 

A -assume that the client went to the hotel and request any appetizing addition to a 

piece of meat and a cup juice, and five minutes later he returned to the worker and his 

appetizer and juice only, but the response was the beneficiary of the service is that I 

want juice with the meat and the response factor is "Do not drink juice until the rest 

comes to you as requested." 

B -assume that the reader, a resident of a hotel and asked to have his breakfast ready 

in his room at 6:5 am because it is linked to the date of its clients with a 7:5 clock in the 

morning, seven o'clock came and stopped after breakfast and room service when con-

tacted said there was pressure at work and will not breakfast is ready, but at 7:5 the 

reader's response was that: I have an appointment at 7:5 am responded room service was 

supposed to tell us that you have the dates and you are in a hurry. 

3.3.8 When there is a need for training? 

Become the training is necessary for the facility when it appears the following indicators 

that show the efficiency of workers:28 
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A. Unhappiness or satisfy the desires and needs of the guests, and this is his knowledge 

through their talk with the hotel manager or department heads at the hotel or can be 

accessed by the forms of which are distributed to guests during the period of resi-

dence. 

B. The lack of proper regulation of the quality. 

C. The weakness of the social atmosphere 

D. Drop the service provided, requires managers constantly monitor the movement of 

sales at the facility on the basis of sales per worker as measured by the number of 

working hours in the case of drop below the required level, the training becomes an 

urgent need for this factor E -Justification or excessive loss and intended loss is the 

balance between the commissioning and the percentage of the revenues of each ser-

vice provided 

E. Low productivity -that the process of low productivity linked logically to influence 

the decline in sales, so they can know the low productivity through the identification 

of sales for a worker on the basis of working hours or by calculating the number of 

drop who they serve working in the lounge restaurant or the number of rooms that 

are cleaned operating rooms in the hotel management department, etc. 

F. Health problems, lack of cleanliness of premises and facilities is a clear indication to 

the lack of productivity of workers, because the factor product of high efficiency no-

tice a clean and tidy nicely because the direct contact with guests and with his supe-

riors and colleagues. 

3.4 Hotel Management and its Organizational Hiera rchy 

Success of any project or enterprise depends on the quality of management. No estab-

lishment can conduct any business unless it has a fixed and clearly-defined system in 

place which aims at achieving the desired success. 

The hotel as an enterprise must have a system that defines positions, responsibilities 

and tasks assigned to any job category and level of the organizational hierarchy, which 

ensures that all customers get the right kind of services. This area will be discussed in 

this chapter. 
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3.4.1 Hotel Management (Definition and Importance)  

Hotel management has been given a number of definitions and described in various 

ways. Among the definitions that have been mentioned in the specialized reference 

books are: 

1. The Hotel Management is “the management that specializes in the selection of wish-

es, aspirations and special values for a specific objective, which requires direction of 

the hotel to provide the required services effectively and successfully”.29 

2. The Hotel management is “that which endeavors to fulfill the needs of the customers 

and provide the best quality in terms of services and at the lowest price as well as 

keeps in pace with the environmental, technological and administrative changes 

through the use of the ideal available resources”: 

From these definitions we can deduce the following: 

a. Hotel management is a complete activity comprising a number of administrative 

jobs starting with the definition of the objectives and ending with the evaluation 

of the goods and services provided to customers by means of a trained human 

being.30 

b. The main objective of management is to make a profit through quality and dis-

tinct services both in terms of price and quality. 

c. Hotel Management centers around the decision making process, implementing 

and following on such decisions and then reviewing the achieved results through 

such an administrative process. Following figure illustrates a hotel management 

model. 
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Figure 4 Hotel management model  (Al-Ta'ie, 2000) 

Due to the correlation of the hotel management with a number of relations with other 

parties that contribute with differing influences on the hotel’s performance and its abil-

ity to survive competition and continue to provide its services to the public and in order 

for the hotel management to reach this stage, it seeks to achieve a balance between its 

objectives and these influences or the relevant parties concerned which are: 

1 - Hotel Owners.  2 - Agents.  3 - Suppliers. 

4 - Employees.  5 - The Community. 
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profit possible and the continuation of the hotel, maintaining its growth, improving 

efficiency and keeping the good reputation and preserving an intact image of the ho-
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3. Suppliers’ Objectives: Suppliers are groups of people who supply the hotel with 

materials, money and human resources. The hotel, therefore, seeks to diversify such 

suppliers in order to guarantee the continuation of the services and goods being pro-

vided to the customers. The supplier endeavors all efforts to continue his contract 

with the hotel’s management. 

4. Objectives of hotel employees: The Hotel’s management endeavors to secure loyal-

ty of all employees through the determination of a professional path for each em-

ployee and putting in place a fair policy related to wages, incentives, provision of 

social security and hospital related insurance and services for each individual. 

5. Community’s Aims and Objectives: The best that can be said here is that what’s 

good for the community is also good to the hotel and what’s good for the hotel is al-

so good for the community. The hotel has a direct relationship with the community 

it is based in. This community can be divided into three sub-communities. The first 

is the neighboring shops and houses since the area where the hotel is located is pro-

vided with all the facilities and comforts of modern life such as security, a good 

transport network, water infrastructure etc.). The second sub-community is the city, 

where the hotel is situated in which theatres, cinemas, restaurants, bars, entertain-

ment clubs and all the comfort and relaxation means, which are needed by tourists, 

are made available. This, of course, reduces unemployment. As for the third sub-

community, it is the state as a whole. The existence of the hotels and tourists con-

tributes to hard currency revenues and the development of the economic, financial, 

commercial and agricultural activities. 

3.4.2 Hotel Management as a Complete System  

Kattara et al. (2008) explain that the hotel management has a propelling force, on which 

it relies when it exercises its administrative jobs such a force is centered around the fol-

lowing: 

1. Basic skills associated with hotel management. 

2. Basic responsibilities of hotel management. 

3. Real philosophy of Hotel Management. 

ad 1: Basic skills associated with hotel management  
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The skills vary and differ based on the various management levels since it enables man-

agement to integrate with all the internal and external events with the required efficien-

cy. Examples of such skills are the following: 

a. Technical Skills: These are the skills which enable management to use the scientific 

tools and means to deal with any situations that it might face. 

b. Human Skills: Such skills are related to how to deal with human beings to ensure 

their loyalty to their job and therefore to the hotel as a whole. 

c. Mental Skills: Which are centered around the management insights of the hotel 

manager. This stems from the idea that the hotel is a part of the ever-moving envi-

ronment with which it integrates for the purpose of surviving in the market and pos-

sible growth. 

 

ad 2: Basic responsibilities of hotel management 

These responsibilities are based on the concerted efforts of whole group that aim to 

achieve the objectives of the hotel hierarchy. Economic responsibility means the ideal 

use of the human and material resources of the hotel especially in cases of such re-

sources being scarce. Social responsibility is the attainment of fulfilling the customers’ 

and employees’ needs especially in the light of the continuous change in their tendencies 

and desires. 

 

ad 3: Real Philosophy of Hotel Management 

One of the most important tasks of the hotel management is to clarify its philosophy on 

which all the decisions related to the daily running of the hotel are based. If such a man-

agement believes in participation of individuals in determining the higher objectives of 

the hotel and the management makes this known to all those involved, this means that 

the management’s philosophy is centered around participation, clarity (transparency) 

and openness since it considers that the objective of the part is among the objectives of 

the whole. This becomes apparent in the management operation of the hotel, which is 

made up of the following stages and points: 
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a. Hotel’s Administrative/Management Inputs: Such inputs, which are considered to 

be the main components before the administrative process is carried out, are the raw 

materials, responsibilities, objectives and the following figure explains this process. 

 

 

Figure 5 Hotel’s Administrative/Management Inputs as a System  (Ali, 1998) 

 

b. Hotel Management Processes/Operations as a System: These include the basic 

driving factors on which the process is based. This comprises specialized activities, 

administrative jobs and decision making. This is illustrated in figure below. 
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Figure 6 Hotel management processes/operations as a system  (Ali, 1998) 

 

c. Outputs of the Hotel management as a System: These are the aims and objectives, 

which the hotel management seeks to achieve whether on the internal or external 

level of the hotel. This is illustrated in Fig 

 

Figure 7 Outputs of the Hotel management as a System  (Ali, 1998) 
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3.4.3 Departments and the Organizational Structure of a H otel 

Administrative hierarchy of a hotel’s organizational structure does not differ from any 

other commercial organization as it is made of a general management of the hotel, 

which is followed by a number of departments and sections that are defined depending 

on the type of the hotel, its operations size and the level of services it provides. 

Every department of a hotel performs a certain job. There is no such thing as one 

department being more important than another since they are all equal in terms of im-

portance. However, any error or poor performance in any of the hotel’s departments 

leads to harm being inflected on the whole hotel as a complete system. The heads of 

departments in such a system are equal in terms of importance for they have the right to 

express their views and contribute to the formulation and determination of management 

policies and decision making. 

In general, the working departments of any hotel can be divided into two main 

groups which are: 

1. Operations Departments: So named because they are the centre of revenues and 

income in the hotel and have direct contacts with customers. 

2. Auxiliary Departments: So named because they are not productive departments, 

neither are they the costing center of a hotel and have no direct contacts with the 

customers nor do they achieve any income. 

But before we begin to describe the nature of these hotel departments and the tasks as-

signed to the heads of such departments, we shall first explain the nature of the job of 

the General Manager and that of his/her assistant. 

General Manager 

General Manager is considered, without any doubt, to be the most effective element in 

the hotel due to the importance of the jobs performed and responsibilities assumed. 

These are mainly summarized as follows:31 

                                                      
31  (Ali, 1998), p. 160-283. 
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1. One of the tasks assigned to the general manager is achieving the financial objec-

tives of the hotel and developing a plan through cooperation and coordination with 

heads of the various departments concerned. 

2. Selection of the new heads of departments from those nominated for such a job in 

the light of the work requirements in addition to devising a new communication sys-

tem between the departments and sections in order to derive information and make 

the decisions. This process can also be carried out in reverse order. 

3. Possessing comprehensive management skills of which is the ability to make deci-

sions,  control and supervise employees as well as the organization of direct com-

munication means for the purpose of reaching the planned objectives. 

General Manager’s Assistant 

Assistant general manager implements and develops plans, which have been devised by 

the hotel’s general manager or the owners. Relationship with the general manager is 

based on trust, management skills and excellent communication abilities. Assistant also 

cooperates with the heads of other departments in implementing all the plans, which 

have been decided, functioning as a link between the general manager and the other op-

erational departments. Assistant also supervises their work and presents all the statistics 

and reports to the general manager, and also contributes in finding solutions to any prob-

lem encountered by any of the hotel’s departments. 

Operational Departments in a Hotel 

A number of hotel textbooks and reference books deal with the tasks and duties of the 

operational departments of a hotel with analysis and explanation. The most important of 

such reference books is The Hotel Management by Dr. Mohammed Amin Assaid Ali. 

The operational departments of a hotel are made of the following:32, 33, 34, 35 

1. Accommodation and Rooms: This department is made up of a number of offices 

such as: 

                                                      
32  (Bader, 1996) 
33  (Al-Zanaty, 1998), p. 57-94. 
34  (Tawfiq, 2000) 
35  (Abunaem, 1995) 
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a. Front Desks: Specialized Hotel studies show that the front desk in the beating 

heart of a hotel for it is considered to be the first administrative link with which 

the guest deals on arrival to the hotel and the better this treatment and the more 

polite and courteous on his arrival the better impression the guest gets on the ho-

tel services later. These offices perform a number of tasks such as reservation, 

reception, information, post and telex and fax services, porters, cashiers and 

night duty auditors. Fig. 8 shows the organizational structure of the front desk. 

The tasks associated with the front desk include: 

i. Reception: Reception is considered to be the heart of the front desk as it sells 

and allocates rooms to customers through a proper and welcoming reception 

and providing them with the desired services. The work of this section relies 

on the link between the other departments of the hotel such as housekeeping 

and reservation and providing the latter with daily reports on the actual and 

none-realized bookings. 

ii. Information: The work of this section is related to customers and their ser-

vice except the checking-in, checking-out and the financial matters. The In-

formation desk receives keys from guests, receives and hands out mail, pro-

vides information on the surrounding environment, follow any complaints re-

ceived from guests and the supervision of the guests’ valuable items safe kept 

at the hotel. 

iii. Reservation / Booking: The responsibility of this office is a big undertaking, 

which is very essential for success of a hotel as it is directly responsible for 

the guests’ decision to stay in the hotel or not. The most important tasks of 

this office is completing the reservation, providing discounts to companies 

and some official entities, establish contacts with other hotels in case of ex-

cessive booking in addition to the deriving statistics on the rates of occupancy 

to compare them with previous years and to coordinate and organize work 

with the sales department. 

iv. Postal, Telephone, Fax and Telex  Services: This office is of the most pro-

ductive offices as regards to generating income for the hotel through the pro-

vision of services related to post, telephone, international and national calls, 

fax and telex. 
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v. Porters: Employees of this office are fully ready to provide customers with 

all the services they require in the area of carrying luggage to the rooms, 

opening  main doors, receiving guests as they arrive, operating lifts, getting 

taxis for the guests and reporting any abnormal incidents if any occurs 

through their walking rounds in the gangways and hotel pathways. 

vi. Front Desk Cashiers and Night Financial Controller: Specialist studies in 

this field indicate that cashiers and night controllers technically come under 

the responsibility of the finance department and from an administrative point 

of view, are part of the front desk. This is the last contact with the guests as 

they leave the hotel. The tasks assigned to this desk include receipts of insur-

ance money and room charges, exchange of foreign currency, giving custom-

ers change when needed and in addition to that keeping financial books of 

guests’ accounts in order related to any special revenues achieved at the front 

desk. 

b. House-Keeping: Despite the fact that the house-keeping office is not considered 

a productive office as such, however, its role is just as important as any of the 

productive offices. This is because it is associated directly with the main product 

the hotels delivers being the hotel rooms. Any slack performance on part of this 

office will be reflected directly on the services level of the hotel. The work of 

this office depends on the size and type of the hotel and the kind of services it 

provides in addition to the management approach. This office carries out the fol-

lowing tasks, of which the most important are: 

i. Cleaning of guests’ rooms, employees’ offices and general amenities 

of the hotel such as halls and gangways. 

ii. Participation in selection of suitable furniture and equipment for the 

hotel. 

iii. Training of hotel employees who represent 75 % of the whole per-

sonnel working at the hotel in coordination with the personnel de-

partment. 

iv. Supervision of the supply of hotel with equipment and so on. 

v. Carrying out clerical tasks such as preparing reports, drafting of 

shifts’ rota and timetables, expenditure costs of this department. The 
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house-keeping office comprises the following affiliated activities as 

well: rooms and linen, lost items room, warehouse, nursery and tailor 

room. 

2. Food and Beverages Department: The food and Beverages Department is consid-

ered to be one of the main productive parts of the hotel as it contributes a great por-

tion of the total revenues of the hotel and is a source of attraction to guests in view 

of the services it provides that complement the residence service. This department 

has the following structure and particular activities: 

a. Food Producing Department: This department is the deciding factor through 

which guests make a decision as to come back to the same hotel or not. It is very 

important and needs care and attention from the hotel management. It is headed 

by the Executive Chief Cook who is in charge of the food purchasing operation, 

preparation and storage. His work is both administrative and technical. The first 

part covers the organization of employees in the kitchen, supervising their work 

and training them. The technical side is the preparation of all kinds of food and 

beverages. The kitchen depends on the type and size of the hotel, kind of ser-

vices it provides and the hotel management’s perspective of this particular de-

partment. 

b. Restaurants: The restaurants are considered the services part of this department 

since they provide food and drinks services and more effort is concentrated on 

quality services through suitable interior decoration and furniture. Five Star Ho-

tels seek to provide excellent and superior services through gradual training of 

serving personnel as they are seen as a primary factor in the success of restau-

rants. 

c. Beverages: This department has the responsibility of purchasing and preparation 

of all the different kinds of drinks. 

d. Room Services: This department takes care of room services, which include 

brining food and beverages to the hotel guests in their rooms. This is a very im-

portant department since its services extend around the clock. 

e. Hotel’s Personnel Cafeteria: This Cafeteria is dedicated to serving food to the 

hotel’s personnel and its employees and staff members. 
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f. Food Serving Department: This department is in charge of renting the hotels 

halls for different functions and parties as well as conferences. This contributes 

by a share that can reach 40 % of the hotel’s revenues. The person in charge of 

this department is called the Head of the Department and he personally carries 

out the renting task. 

g. Preparations related to Catering Services: This section performs the prepara-

tions and all necessary tasks to prepare the food and drinks. This includes tools, 

utensils and special equipment used in the kitchen such as ovens, fridges and the 

buffet’s equipment. The department is supervised by the Head of department 

who is the Food Preparation Chef assisted by a number of supervisors. 

Auxiliary Departments in a Hotel 

The helping or auxiliary departments represent the back front of the hotel as they have 

no direct contacts with guests. This does not mean that they are less important than other 

hotel sections. The auxiliary section of the hotel consists of the following: 

1. Personnel and Training – The responsibility of this department is to train and hire 

new personnel to work in the hotel, keeping their files, maintaining their career de-

velopment and promotions, paying their incentives and granting them their annual 

outstanding leave as well as applying the labor laws of the country to their employ-

ment status. 

Large hotels depend on this department to fulfill its obligations mentioned above in 

addition to the analysis and description of the hotel job descriptions which requires 

actual knowledge of the job nature and its development. The head of this department 

is in charge of preparing the budget for this department and make every effort not to 

exceed it and to reach the targets and achieve the objectives previously approved. 

The head of this department can assist other managers at the same hotel in drafting 

proper plans to encourage employees and develop the job in hand. 

2. Purchasing – This department is headed by the Purchasing Manager and carries out 

a number of jobs such as market research, contracts and purchasing activity, auditing 

and receipts and warehousing activity. Due to the importance of this department it 
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influences the profitability of the hotel as a whole and their duties which are as fol-

lows: 

a. Collection of information on constant basis to find the best suppliers in order to 

develop supply sources, conducting interviews with them, obtaining their quota-

tions and goods they supply with all the relevant details and characteristics. 

b. Selection of the best options available to the department through choosing the 

best suppliers. 

c. Preparation of requests and hotel orders in cooperation with other concerned de-

partments. 

d. Carry out the purchasing operation by securing the entire hotel’s needs and re-

quirements. 

e. Adhering to the local laws and guidelines pertaining to the purchasing business. 

3. Engineering (Maintenance) – This department comes under direct supervision of 

the General Manager of the Hotel and is his most demanding responsibility. This is 

directly related to the hotel services as it involves the maintenance of the equipment 

and apparatuses of the hotel and maintaining them in good working order and to 

avoid them breaking them which can lead to undermining the quality of the hotel 

services and the category of the hotel. Particular activities that form the core func-

tion of this department are: 

a. Energy control and seeing that such energy is not wasted improperly. Carrying 

out electrical maintenance works to all the apparatuses, devices and equipment 

of the hotel. Keeping in good working order all the heating and cooling equip-

ment to ensure that they do not break down. 

b. Carry out general maintenance works related to water installations, joinery, and 

turnery. Looking after the gardens. Maintenance of hotel’s vehicles and keeping 

an eye on safety and emergency installations. 

c. Participation in the selection process which leads to the purchase of essential 

furniture, equipment and installations needed for the good running of the hotel. 

d. Supply of all the information on the most important and modern devices that can 

be needed by the hotel. Through such tasks the maintenance might be a preventa-

tive or corrective one or it can be a planned one based on a previously approved 

plan for this department. Through such works the planned or ad-hoc maintenance 
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is carried out depending on the circumstances which may arise from time to 

time. 

4. Accounts and Finance – Manager of this department is responsible to the General 

Manager of the hotel for financial affairs of the hotel. A detailed financial report is 

presented in a general format outlining revenues, costs, payroll, budgets and finan-

cial statistics that lead to such information. This department cooperates and works 

together with other departments at the hotel such as Rooms, Food and Beverages, 

Telephone, Telex and Faxes and so on. These are the departments that achieve reve-

nues to the hotel. Due to the advancing and ever-developing nature of accounting it 

has become easier for this department to perform its functions and carry out the pro-

cesses related to transfer, crediting and drafting the general budget of the hotel. 

5. Safety and Security – The reputation and sound name of the hotel depend on the 

level of safety and security available at the hotel especially in the cities where there 

is a high crime rate. This department endeavors to provide the safety and security at 

the hotel especially in the cases when conferences are organized at the hotel and 

when there stay politicians or other important personalities. Employees of this de-

partment must naturally aware of the jib in hand related to the safety and security 

atmosphere and for this reason most of the employees are former police officers or 

retired army personnel. The size of this department depends on the geographical lo-

cation of the hotel and the nature and size of services it provides its guests. This de-

partment performs its jobs in close cooperation with other departments at the hotel 

such as the front desk, door watchers, porters and house-keeping personnel since 

they work inside the rooms close to the guests and they notify the safety and security 

department when any peculiar incident takes place to the guests. In addition, there is 

a constant cooperation with the Fire Brigade and the Police that maintain law and 

order in the city. Some of the most important jobs of this department are keeping 

watch on the entrances, fire fighting equipment and warehouses in order to avoid 

any harm or danger occurring at the hotel or its guests. Car parks are constantly 

monitored. Regular training rounds are conducted on safety skills by the hotel per-

sonnel. 
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6. Sales and Public Relations – One of the most prominent authors who dealt with 

hotel marketing and its influences is Dr. Khaled Miqabalah in his book titled “Hotel 

Marketing” published in 1998. In this book, he talks about the marketing organiza-

tion of hotels and makes it clear that the Marketing Manager assumes direct respon-

sibility for managing three main departments, each of which is lead by a person in 

charge or a Manager. These are the Manager of the Sales Unit, Front Circle and 

Communication Unit. This department aims to contribute in raising the satisfaction 

of guests and improving the hotel’s performance in terms of the quality of services it 

provides. In addition, various aspects of the market and the customers are looked at. 

Besides that, the department studies and analyzes competitors and their strategies in 

order to gather, interpret and process any information needed for this purpose, which 

are related to the various interconnected  marketing activities of the hotel. The Sales 

Manager is responsible for coordinating and implementing sales efforts day by day. 

He oversees the meetings, and working sessions. The Marketing Communication is 

responsible for marketing activities in the hotel and works towards realizing the 

general marketing objectives of the hotel. The structural organization of this depart-

ment depends on various factors including the nature of the hotel, its size, type and 

category, nature of guests distribution, and the main hotel objectives. In the theory, 

we can find multiple names that are associated with this department based on the as-

pect we have outlined in the sales, public relations department and marketing. Sales 

are part of the various marketing activities and so is the public relations department 

as it is also one main part of marketing and the two should not be separated. 

7. Other Departments – Keeping up with the changes of the modern age, most hotels 

(especially the large ones of the five star category) add other departments, in addi-

tion to the previously mentioned ones. These are often focused on attracting custom-

ers and providing guests with most of the means of a comfortable, enjoyable and re-

laxed stay. This contributes to raising the profitability of the hotel through such de-

partments which are: 

a. Car Parks: These provide the customers with the facility of finding a suita-

ble place to park their vehicles. This space has been used by the general pub-

lic as well or those, who are not guests of the hotel for a fee determined by 
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the car park cashier. This idea has led to revenues that exceeded the costs 

paid by the hotel for keeping the car park clean and safe. 

b. Small Merchandise Outlets: Guests sometimes wish to purchase a certain 

product and the hotel rents some of its unused space as commercial shops, 

which contribute to the hotel’s revenues and fulfills the customers’ needs. 

c. Swimming Pools and other Entertainment Facilities: Swimming pools are 

provided for the enjoyment of the hotel customers or to be sometimes used 

as swimming clubs for the local people. Thermal Saunas, massage rooms, 

golf clubs, tennis courts, a riding club, games rooms and cinema halls are al-

so made available as a desire on part of the hotel to fulfill the needs and 

wishes of all its customers. 

d. The Hotel Garden: This can also be a separate entity on its own through the 

supervision of the garden, planting flowers and caring for the attraction of 

guests and people from the general public to use it to relax and enjoy refresh-

ing drinks. The garden may also achieve revenues for the hotel through 

planting flowers and selling them to the hotel customers and public or using 

them for decorating the hotel’s halls, gangways and rooms. This saves mon-

ey that would otherwise be needed to buy such flowers from elsewhere. 

3.4.4 Defining Elements of Structural Organization of Hotels  

Bader (1996) referred in his book titled “Organizational Structure of a Hotel” to clarify-

ing that the organizational structure of a hotel is unique in some aspects compared to 

other structures. This uniqueness is due to the activities of a hotel, i.e. providing cus-

tomers with residential rooms and room services related to food and beverages. The 

services and products provided by the hotel have the attribute of not being durable and 

being impossible to be stored for longer periods of time. The hotel management, there-

fore, seeks to sell them quickly and in order for this to happen the hotel performs a bal-

ancing act between offer and demand, and coordinates production of such goods, which 

are served to the customers. 

The relationship between the product and the service and the related complex hu-

man problems embodied in the relationship between the client and the employees form-
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ing a part of a hotel’s structure becomes evident in the direction and chain of orders 

(commands) in the hotel which flow from customers to management and employees. 

There are other variables that define a hotel’s organizational structure such as the 

size, type and quality of service. 

Size and Organizational Structure of a Hotel 

The dormant conventional and traditional structures which rely on precise definition for 

the roles of its members are not suitable for managing and organizing a hotel in situa-

tions that require quick and flexible reaction to the surrounding circumstances, the tour-

ism market and the varying nature of customers in terms of nationality, cultural, social 

and economic standard. One of the most important dimensions of the organizational 

structure I find specialization, regulation and central formulation. Specialization means 

a high degree of formal job specification among the different departments and then 

down to among members of each department. As for the technicians, this means the 

degree of such organizational structures being subjected to the regulations and proce-

dures. Formulation is how the procedures, rules, instructions and communications are 

written formally. Centralization means that the authority is centered solely on the special 

authority that is in charge of making vital decisions on the top management level of the 

structure only. The more this distancing grows the more successful it is in organizing its 

work and in carrying out its tasks by its employees. The size of organization is positive-

ly linked with such dimensions and is negatively linked with centralization of the deci-

sion taking process in the hotel structure since it is basically aimed at creating a harmo-

ny with the surrounding environment. The larger organizational structures are more spe-

cialized and lean towards using principles, documentation of instructions and communi-

cations more and have more tendency towards decentralization in the decision making 

process. Decision making is positively correlated with the size of the structure and re-

versely correlated with the authority. The large organizations tend to decentralization 

more and are more complex in terms of the structural aspect of the organization. This 

complexity makes it hard for the decision making to be more concentrated in the hands 

of top management. 

Allocation and designation of responsibilities in small hotels is very basic, where 

the owner and employees work together performing all the work involved in running the 
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hotel. As the hotel grows, coordination problems begin to appear in the organization 

side. This also leads to the failure and inability to control all the activities and supervise 

them. This necessitates the resort to a service superintendent and to dividing work as 

well as growth in the managerial supervision level with regards to employees of the ho-

tel. When the hotel reaches its peak in growth, the organizational structure grows in 

complexity as well. The levels of management increase until it reaches the top of the 

authority in the structure which is headed by the Chairman of the Executive Officers 

board. The large size of the structure and expanding its activities leads to creating old 

and new organizational problems, which is the relationship with the hotel’s customer or 

the client and the flow of work and how to link between the line of command and social 

relationships which arise during the work flow. 

Type of Hotel as a defining factor for the organizational structure 

Hotels in general offer rooms and other tourist services such as boarding, entertainment, 

functional and consumable commodities and others in addition to organizing tourist 

tours for those interested in such services. As a result, the organizational structure of 

such hotels is extremely complex since they have many administrative and technical 

departments inside one organization. 

Quality and Level of Hotel Services 

The quality of hotel services influences the organizational structure of the hotel for the 

more levels and various kinds of services there are the more complex the organizational 

structure becomes. Hotel services are considered as standards for hotel classification 

since a hotel is a service organization basically. The variety of services provided to cus-

tomers reflects on the degree of job allocation, specialization, differing of jobs, multiple 

levels of supervision and the direction, in which commands flow as well as the authority 

and chain of command. A hotel focused simply on providing residential services, food 

and drinks only has the advantage of a simple organization, whereas a hotel, which adds 

additional services, has a more complex organizational structure. Any additional ser-

vices mean changing the organizational structure and it becomes more complex through 

the size of workforce, varying specializations and jobs and having multiple levels of 

supervision. 
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Although a hotel represents a large investment project, in which huge amounts of 

money are invested, and in which tens of qualified expertise are employed, however, the 

customer is only concerned with the quality of service. The hotel therefore sees always 

that only the best qualified and experienced people, who are well aware of how to pro-

vide such services, can assure its success. Hotels also use a large number of specialists 

in the hotel industry and add new supervisory levels to oversee those who provide such 

services. 

3.4.5 Hotel Services 

Hotel consists of a number of departments that vary in specialty and have one common 

objective, which is to work together and to complement each other in a cooperative 

manner through the definition of the tasks of each department. These services are the 

second variable in this study, which represents the main factor in realizing repeated and 

frequent visits of the guests. I will deal with this topic in this chapter. 

The Concept of the Hotel Services 

The hotel services are distinctive and intangible activities in nature which fulfill the 

needs and wishes of the hotel customers.36 

Dr. Yousef Hafed defined this term in his book titled “Management and Art of 

Meals and Drinks” as “good  or bad feeling conveyed by the service provider and felt by 

the customer requesting the service, which can be measured through sensing, competi-

tive product, price, quality and time of delivery”.37 

Nowadays, the meaning of services has changed to mean hospitality since the mod-

ern lifestyle has come a long way and the increase in the free time and the technological 

developments, which have taken place in transport means and the desire to get away 

from the mundane and complex lifestyle people find themselves in these days. This ris-

ing demand for services has been accompanied by the rise in demand for skilled people 

and special distinctive skills to market such services and manage them properly. 

The hotel services rely on three main elements, which are the comfort factors, 

means and tools, food and drinks. The hotel management takes care in providing such 

                                                      
36  (Muqabalah, 1998), p. 11. 
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services in a suitable and modern manner so that it guarantees the continuation of the 

relationship between the customer and the hotel.38 

In the hotel industry, we find that we often deal with services and occasionally with 

tangible products. Therefore, we find that the degree of consistency and stability in 

providing services by the employees of the hotel affect the degree to which the opinions 

of the guests are formed that’s why it is essential to design and direct the services to 

accommodate the needs and wishes of the customers in the first place. People in general 

tend to use products because they perform a function or a certain task while they use the 

services in the belief that they want them. This wanting process itself is very complex 

and differs from one person to another. Some are reasonable and wise while the major 

part may be just a feeling or a sentiment. 

Some of the most important assets of hotel service are: 

1. The Main Infrastructure, which consists of the hotel building, the supporting ameni-

ties, hotel equipment, furniture, devices, tools and various utensils. 

2. Raw materials and daily and future stocks of supplies. 

3. The Working Team and its administrative structure, skill and supervisory experi-

ence. 

Basic Characteristics of Hotel Services 

The hotel services are considered to be intangible goods which make them have differ-

ent characteristics than other tangible goods. The hotel management should try to inte-

grate such characteristics and its effects within the marketing strategies and policies of 

the hotel to enable it to achieve its objectives as desired. Some of these characteristics 

are: 

1. As they are intangible, they can not be measured since they tend to be more senti-

mental rather than materialistic. When the hotel provides a romantic atmosphere 

                                                                                                                                                            
37  (Al-Hamaqy, 1989), p. 3. 
38  (Muqabalah, 1998), p. 11. 
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which helps the mental state of mind of the guests, it provides a sentimental service 

which can not be measured in a materialistic manner.39 

2. These services can be sold but no sample of such services can be given to the cus-

tomers, which they can, in turn, present to their relatives or friends. 

3. The hotel when it provides the clients with a romantic atmosphere they enjoy in the 

process gives them the confidence, which is considered an intangible psychological 

factor, since they have not received anything materialistic for what they have paid.40 

4. The service can not be separated from the persons who present it to the clients or 

who produce it since it goes everywhere with them and they are a part of it. 

5. These services are characterized by their differing nature meaning that it is difficult 

to distinguish between the hotel services as each productive unit of these services 

differs relatively from others. 

6. Services can never be stored as they only make sense to be provided when request-

ed. The market and the demand for services fluctuate from year to year and season to 

season. This is especially evident in the tourist resorts in particular. 

7. The hotel services are a complex recipe and their resources  differ, which makes 

such services dependent, in a complementary manner, on the support and supply of 

goods and services from other economic and service sectors such as the electrical 

energy, the tourism sector and the food industries. 

Complementary Hotel Services 

The various services provided by a hotel and their nature of complementing each other 

are  important success factors for a five star hotel. We can observe that some hotels pro-

vide complete services to the clients thus leading to the fact that the guests of the hotel 

do not need any external service – for all the services they require can be obtained at the 

hotel even when it comes to personal services. This is preferred by business people in 

particular as the service saves them a great deal of time and effort. Of those services 

available to business people are postal services, telex, fax, secretarial, translation, com-

                                                      
39  (Al-Yameny & Mohammed, 1999), p. 3. 
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puters, meeting and conference halls, internal video facility, health spa, Sauna, tennis 

courts, squash, summer and winter swimming pools, international telephone calls, 

banks, car hire offices, travel office, information desk, Air Tickets Reservation and Pur-

chase Office, various restaurants, bars, night club, discos, merchandize marketing out-

lets and an electronic mail system for the urgent message transmission. All these ser-

vices help in the success of a hotel and guests preferring it to others. 

Quality of the Hotel Services 

First of all, it is essential to define the term quality which has been given various defini-

tions depending on the point of view held by authors. Some defined it as (the solid dis-

tinctive performance of the product) but the most comprehensive definition is defined as 

“the quality of the product, services, communications, information, staff, procedures, 

supervision, management and the quality of the organization as a whole”.41 

The source of the quality of hotel services stems from accurate adherence to the 

principles and guidelines of efficiency in the group work inside the hotel since working 

in a hotel is based on a crew being divided into a number of different departments each 

of which is of different nature whether it is costly or profitable. The efficient perfor-

mance in production and provision of services is guaranteed by a control and supervi-

sion system overseeing operations, which require setting up standards and bases for 

quality control on one hand and assigning a specialized team to carry out the compre-

hensive quality control and supervision procedure whether from a point of view of eval-

uation or comparison with known standards. 

Hotel Services Quality defining Parameters 

The hotel services quality is influenced by a number of factors of which we can mention 

the following:42 

1. External factors and Parameters, which include: 

a. Fluctuation of tourists’ wishes and desires and changing expectations in terms of 

the quality of hotel services. 

                                                                                                                                                            
40  (Muqabalah, 1998), p. 12-14. 
41  (Al-Yameny & Mohammed, 1999), p. 5-6. 
42  (Al-Yameny & Mohammed, 1999), p. 7. 
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b. Degree of competitiveness among hotel projects in the same region where quali-

ty plays an important role in the direction of the demand for such services. 

c. The standards of hotel services that are determined by the governmental tourism 

authority especially those related to public health, protection from infectious dis-

eases and the safety requirements. 

d. The seasonal demand for tourism services which reflects on the flexibility of the 

prices of hotel services. 

2. Internal factors and Parameters which include: 

a. The degree of the hotel services fulfilling quality control requirements in the 

tourism market. 

b. The particular targeted sector from which the demand for such services is con-

siderable. 

c. Study of the motivations that lead to travel overseas for tourism purposes. 

d. Knowing the levels of income and the trends in the tourism spending. 

e. Knowing details and composing factors of the competing hotel services and their 

quality. 

3. Human Factors:  

a. The efficiency of the organizational hierarchical structure in dealing with the re-

quirements and specifications of quality standards. 

b. Qualifications held by employees working at the different departments of the ho-

tel. 

c. Performance efficiency and production quality. 

d. Training, retraining and continuous training. 

e. Supervisory Specialization level. 

f. Control and Supervision team. 

g. Efficiency of the performance of general safety and security department and 

sharing responsibility by all those concerned. 

4. Factors related to the production infrastructure: 

a. Efficiency of the equipments and tools and their level of continuous operation 

and planned maintenance. 
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b. Efficiency of the storage and warehousing system of raw materials and other in-

puts.  

c. Level of application of the quality control parameters in the hotel services pro-

vided at the departmental level of the hotel. 

d. Quality and technical specifications system adopted and applied at the hotel and 

hotel management policies’ role in enhancing comprehensive quality assurance.  

Hotel Services Quality Management 

The establishment of quality standards for hotel services such as spending  night, food, 

drinks and other services are considered important steps in managing the quality control 

of such services. The quality control standards can arise from compulsory governmental 

guidelines. Quality control, at any rate, is the prime responsibility of hotel projects for 

the benefit of the good reputation of such projects and their productiveness through 

achieving customer and tourist satisfaction on continuous basis. In a comprehensive 

study by the World Tourism Organization carried out in 1988 titled Quality Control of 

Tourism Products and Services the following conclusions were reached:43 

Tourist establishments and hotels must switch simple controls to proper quality 

control based on a quality control policy. This approach must be specifically developed 

with the working team. Quality control must be enhanced firstly by correcting specific 

mistakes and errors that occur and on regular basis and secondly, through the search for 

improvements in the competitive edge and economic welfare. The quality policy must, 

therefore, be directed towards achieving the following objectives: 

Tourist establishments and hotels must switch simple controls to proper quality 

control based on a quality control policy. This approach must be specifically developed 

with the working team. Quality control must be enhanced firstly by correcting specific 

mistakes and errors that occur and on regular basis and secondly, through the search for 

improvements in the competitive edge and economic welfare. The quality policy must, 

therefore, be directed towards achieving the following objectives: 

1. Improving the quality and variety of services and products. 

2. Improving productivity. 

                                                      
43  (Al-Yamny & Mohammed, 1999), p. 5-7. 
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3. Improving the lifestyle quality of the hotel’s workforce. 

4. Improve the working procedures in the hotel. 

There are a number of parameters and standards set for the evaluation of hotel services 

of which the most significant are: 

- Public health. 

- Protection against diseases. 

- Public Safety. 

- Security and reassurance. 

- Means, methods and efficiency of performance in providing the hotel services. 

Reasons For Failure Of Quality Control Schemes Used In Hotel Services 

Among the most important reasons that contribute to the failure of quality assurance and 

the implementation of its schemes are as follows: 

1. Lack of management and administrative discipline and commitment. 

2. Weak communications between departments and the affiliated sections inside the 

hotel. 

3. Shortsightedness in thinking as quality is not just a scheme but an organized ap-

proach to life. 

4. Fear of mistakes occurring and submission that they simply exist, which diminishes 

the learning and excelling process. 

5. Insufficient training. 

6. Lack of team spirit. 

Developing The Quality Of Hotel Services 

The competition that is witnessed by the hotel establishments, whether at the first cate-

gory level or in the sector as a whole, prompts many hotels to seek towards finding new 

effective means and methods for the purpose of developing and improving the services 

they provide and the variety of such services in order to satisfy the needs and demands 

of customers as deemed appropriate and to keep up with their expectations in the hope 

of keeping them through this approach. 
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Accordingly, the service if it was to last long must inevitably be given due im-

portance by continuous improvement and development. Many hotels especially the five 

star ones have started to consider developing the services provided and enhancing their 

quality among their priorities and tasks for the purpose of gaining new customers and 

keeping the current ones. If the hotels ever wanted to reach this goal however relative, it 

is imperative to continue adopting this approach since introducing the continuous and 

constant improvements as regards to the variety of services is not to be seen as an over-

head or extra cost to be borne by the hotel and burden its finance. On the contrary to 

that, such improvements are investments for the client who pays more and results in 

securing higher profits for the hotel through maintaining and keeping, at the same time, 

long term relationships with the customers. 

For this reason, many hotels are trying to build a mental status for themselves in the 

mind of the customer. Such a status depends and relies on the fact that the hotel pro-

vides them with more than one main product as there is progress and development 

achieved in terms of the general product, when it is compared with the expected product 

leading to the increasing or growing product and ending eventually with the latent antic-

ipated product, which is backed by all the expected and possible things that are practi-

cally achievable. Figure below illustrates the development of the product in hotels. 
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Figure 8 Figure Development of a hotel product (Abu-Raman, 2000) 

Since the general product is the sheer main factor of the work performed by the hotel 

and is supposed to be available in order to start the commercial business inside the hotel 

such as beds, reception services, food, drinks and others, while the anticipated product is 

the customer expectation, which exceeds the general product. This is because the cus-

tomer expectation view some services provided by the hotel as expected and guaranteed 

to be provided. The services which are provided in an efficient way and on time are all 

examples of the expected services, which are considered by the customer to be certain 

and assured to be supplied. If there is a failure or lack of performance in such services, 

customers get a feeling of considerable resentment due to the inability of the hotel to 

provide even these simple and expected services. While the enhanced growing product 

lies basically in the continuous development and improvement in such services in order 

Core Services 

Rooms, Food and 

Beverages 
1 

Expected Services 

- Polite Dealing with customers 

by employees 

- Morning Wake-up call 

- Laundry 

- Timely services 

- Banking Services 
2 

Enhances / Increased Services 

- VIP Services. 

- Limousine Service 

- Car Hire 

- Tourist Tours 

- Businessmen Services 

- Plastic Card to open doors 

- Decor and furnishings 
3 

On Demand Services 

- Life insurance services 

- Floor Services for none-smokers 

- Residence and Visa Formalities. 

- Technology applications in providing services 
4 
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to keep customers’ loyalty to the hotel. This is done through the supply of a certain level 

of service that exceeds other standards, which are provided by competing hotels. When 

the hotel fails in improving its services and introducing additional services, but instead 

provides exceptional and special services as a brand of its own, these services will be 

seen as sheer futile attempts, which can not merit it any special distinction compared to 

other hotels. 

Developments and improvements, therefore, demand a great deal of effort that is 

different to those exerted in improving, developing and renewing the type of consumer 

products. This innovation in the consumer products may come in the form of changing 

brand names, for example. And services through renewal and improvement demand 

something more substantial in order for the customer to feel the difference as this im-

provement in services and the additions introduced to them is considered to be a way of 

ensuring that these services are up to the standard of the customers or that they are of the 

same standard of services which the customers perceive. The Holiday Inn Hotel intro-

duced a communication facility reaching up to 800 telephone line inside the hotel and its 

amenities in addition to the plastic room-card that automatically switches lights, air 

conditioning and TV on, when it opens the room. All this is done for the purpose of sat-

isfying the customer’s needs and surpass them, which means that it is important to take 

initiative in matters that are not easily thought of by the customer. These initiatives 

through being both new and innovative deserve to be taken into consideration. All this 

requires listening to as many customers as possible, conducting interviews, meetings 

and carrying out studies in order to keep abreast with the changing trends that influence 

opinions and thoughts of the customers and add a continuity aspect to the improvements 

in services. They also help in ascertaining the kind of services that the hotel should 

adopt in its strategy needed in the framework of improving and developing its services 

on the long run. 

There are three policies that are supposed to effect improvement and development 

operations in order to bring down the number of cases when the customer does not re-

turn to the hotel again, these policies are as follows:44 

                                                      
44  (Abu-Raman & Dji, 2000), p. 237-241. 
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1. Speed in providing the services: The customer who comes to the hotel to enjoy the 

hotel services will not wait long and may take initiative in complaining about the 

slow speed with which services are provided and may also become one who will not 

return to the hotel again. For this reason, the service round, from the first action tak-

en by the customer in requesting a services to its delivery, must be effective through 

cutting down the time in which such a service is provided. 

2. Guarantees given in cases of poor performance: Many hotels adopt this policy in 

order to correct the mistakes, which occur during providing the service to the cus-

tomer such as the Marriot Hotel, which provides financial compensatory services 

that have this distinct logo “if the encountered problem found in any room is not re-

solved in a time not exceeding 30 minutes” then compensation may be awarded to 

the customer. Another hotel provides guarantees with this logo “if you are not fully 

satisfied and comfortable in our hotel for any reason whatsoever, you simply do not 

pay us anything at all”. This is the approach used in converting mistakes and errors 

to costs in an ideal way. It can be said that good and effective guarantees of services 

must divert the care and the concentration of all hotel employees to quality service 

in addition to scrutinizing and testing the service systems in place in order to pin-

point weaknesses and lacking areas thus reaching the goal of increasing the hotel’s 

market share and the adoption of a strong foundation for gaining customer loyalty 

and confidence. 

3. Fast Response to Clients’ Complaints and Suggestions: There is a strong rela-

tionship between solving customer problems quickly and his decision to repeat the 

purchase again. In order to utilize this relationship properly, it is essential to act 

promptly as regards to customer complaints and suggestions. This is so because 

some hotels act before the customer complains by conducting studies and carrying 

out questionnaires of their opinions either directly, through the Complaints box or 

specially set-up offices such as those called “DEAR CUSTOMER” or “HOT LINE” 

in order to solve any problems effectively and for good. The traditional approach in 

managing hotel establishments makes the task of solving problems the responsibility 

of the higher management while clearly ignoring and neglecting the workforce en-

gaged in the customer service process and those with direct contact with the custom-

er. The solution to the problem requires granting employees the freedom to deal with 
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customers directly and solve their problems since the employee knows at first hand 

the problem and what causes it from his day-to-day knowledge of what’s happening. 

3.4.6 Employee performance evaluation  

The Hotel Industry Organizations realize well their role in providing better services, 

improved facilities, good incentives and excelling in innovations in introducing new 

developments to the hotel services. If the customer receives ever changing and incon-

sistent services from irresponsible and improperly trained members of staff they are 

likely not to return again to the hotel. In addition, their negative impression on this es-

tablishment will undermine even the best advertising and marketing campaigns that can 

be conducted by these services establishments. 

The main goal of the hotel quality management lies in guaranteeing the provision of 

harmonious and consistent services to customers. This consistency and harmony is 

reached through standard parameters which are determined and developed by hotels and 

implemented in an organized manner and are then copied by others. These standards are 

required for the performance level. If these parameters and standards suffer from inade-

quate planning, inefficient management and bad organization this leads to the level of 

hotel required services suffering since the personnel of the hotel will spend most of their 

time in dealing with crisis and solving problems that face them during their work. 

Standard parameters do not alone guarantee quality services neither do they ensure such 

services. The hotel personnel are the ones who can guarantee and ensure consistent and 

harmonious supply of such services to the customers, which lead to such parameters 

being able to make this harmony and consistency possible and available in the hotel. 

This stems from the fact that services as such are desires and expectations of customers 

determined in a form understood by employees and if the employees understand and 

comprehend such parameters and standards well, they will be guided to the best ways of 

serving the customer. This is because providing services, which comply with the ap-

proved standards, depends on the level of direct contacts and on employees being able to 

transform quality into tangible and actual reality. 

The kind of services provided by the hotel is always a mix of two main factors:45 

1. Service Procedures. 
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2. Personal Characteristics of the members of staff or what can also be described as 

Conviviality of staff. 

This is the case because of the fact that the problems that lead to bad and declining qual-

ity of services may be procedural or behavioral problems related to the personality of the 

employee who provides the service or may be a mix of the two. The employee who 

works in a hotel, for example, may treat the customer within the required procedural 

parameters, but from a behavioral and spiritual aspect of the process can be stall and 

inactive from a behavioral perspective. Based on this, the customers depart the hotel 

with a feeling of being unwelcome as a result. 

As for the employee who leaves the customer waiting for a long period of time just 

to complete the booking formalities or to prepare a meal inside one of the hotel restau-

rants, he fails in terms of procedural performance since the service he provided was not 

carried out properly which makes the hotel as a whole not function in an ideal way. The 

employee also fails from a behavioral perspective if he is neither alert nor flattering to 

the customer who sits and waits for a long time, and when the employee is asked which 

customer requested the service, he fails to establish the exchangeable communication 

with the customer which is considered, in itself, as an important procedural ability and 

skill since choosing the hotel may be linked to the speed of performing such procedures 

like communications, booking and punctuality. 

The Procedural Dimension 

The procedural service parameters deal with technical systems, which provide the ser-

vice and the product to customers. There are seven main factors that comprise the pro-

cedural service, which are as follows: 

1. Flow of Service: Correct flow of good quality service requires that the service action 

occurs with gradual and regular increases so that no single aspect of the service ex-

pands more than the others. Paying attention to the initial procedures such as check-

in and booking time must be accompanies in parallel with other procedures such as 

checking-out and serving food, for example. In this way, the customer receives 

enough and constant attention through benefiting from the service. Service employ-
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ees are able to influence the flow of service and control such flow in a number of sit-

uations during their interaction with the clients. At hotels, which provide complete 

(comprehensive) services, for example, there are numerous situations in which the 

employee can influence the flow of service. The employee is the person who carries 

out the checking-in procedure and fulfills all the needs and demands which come pri-

or to the customer entering his/her room. He also puts the customer’s shoes and 

clothes in the right place and returns to explain to the customer the services offered 

by the hotel and then returns again to make sure if there are any additional require-

ments to be added to the regular services or not. 

2. Timeliness: All service procedures are directly linked to timeliness or the time re-

quired to be taken by the services or goods to reach customers. The right timeliness is 

attributed with minute aspects and disciplines that go farther than being instantaneous 

and achieving promptness. This also covers the right time to provide the service at all 

the stages of benefiting from such service when the customers are ready to receive 

such a service. 

3. Appropriateness and Accommodating: This implies service procedures on the ba-

ses of customers’ needs and requirements and not based on the easiest and most con-

venient service operation. Service practices and procedures may fail in accommodat-

ing customers’ needs such as the case of accepting a foreign currency, which is not 

considered to be an internationally acceptable one. 

4. Anticipation: The effective and appropriate anticipation requires that the service is 

always at least one step ahead of customer anticipation. Services and products must 

be provided to the clients before they themselves request them and this necessitates a 

change of the timeliness of the service employees so that they can manage all events 

that can occur and not just what happens on the ground. There are some services 

which the employee can perform even without being asked to perform them such as 

providing tissues in the rooms or cleaning the room etc. All these examples come 

under the aspect of anticipation and guessing. 

5. Reciprocal and exchangeable Communications and Understanding: Quality of 

services can not reach a high standard unless there was clear and brief communica-
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tion between service employees and customer and between members of the same ser-

vice team since there are messages to be transmitted accurately and within a reasona-

ble time. There are four main important points in any exchange of communication in 

which failure of the communication process may occur. These are: the sender, the 

message itself, the recipient and the reverse feedback since clarity and accuracy in all 

the points mentioned above are considered to be the main decisive aspects for the 

success of the exchange of communication process. 

6. Customer Feed Back: This means to continuously investigate and follow up cus-

tomer orders and requests on constant basis and endeavor all effort to fulfill such re-

quests without the need for the customer to reaffirm his requests or follow on the 

matter himself. 

7. Supervision: It is essential and a duty of the hotel to coordinate its service systems to 

the best it can and in a proper manner since such systems can not run on their own 

without any coordination in the process within the services operation besides the su-

pervision requirements and effective and influential follow-up of this process. 

3.5 Ownership issues 

Ownership represents a very important influence on overall company management – not 

only in terms of concentration, but also form, transferability, security, etc. Therefore it is 

necessary to pay some attention to the ownership situation of the field of focus – Libyan 

hotels. Even though there happened some significant changes, in Libya keeps rather 

different course from the western norms and conventions. 

3.5.1 Specifics of ownership in Libya  

As far as Libyan political system is based on public ownership, all companies used to 

belong to the state. In early 2000, though, there was done an ownership reform, and 

companies were privatised to their employees on an equal-base system (with a few simi-

lar features to the Czech voucher privatisation). Privatisation was done based on the 

equality principle – all human beings have the same rights, no matter the position they 

occupy. Therefore, privatisation simply came from the number of employees of a partic-

ular company, and all assetts were virtually divided by this number without any regard 

to the position of a particular person within the company. 
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This principle is also applied in connection with profit distribution – whereas the 

salaries remain differentiated based on the position. General Assembly decides on the 

necessary reinvestments of the reached profit, and the remainder is equally distributed 

among all “shareholders”. 

Ownership concetration is impossible, in this system. People can sell their “shares”, 

but first they have to make an offer to the General Assembly, and if it is not willing to 

accept that offer, but still there is an interested buyer, the share can be sold, but the buy-

er only achieves an equal share to everyone else (the buyer, in this case, has to be exter-

nal – so far without a share on the particular company). Similarly it works with people 

leaving the company and not willing to keep their shares. In case of a death of an em-

ploye, his/her share becomes a matter of inheritance proceeding, and can be either in-

hereted, or sold (either to the company or to an external owner). 

This system also specifically impacts on the human resources management, and ac-

tually has some common features with the ESOP system (Employee stock ownership 

plan), which was popular in the developed countries till 1970’ies. Positives and nega-

tives of this system have been largely discussed in the literature. 
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4 RESULTS 

4.1 Introduction of selected hotels 

This research topic reviews in details all the administrative sections and divisions at the 

hotels, which were selected as a subject of this study. This review is done by studying 

the organizational structures in addition to looking briefly at the services provided to 

customers of these hotels and classification of labor in such hotels based on their quali-

fication and their differing jobs. 

Table 4 Basic information about the hotels 

Hotel Capital [Dinars] Suites Single Double Total 

Al-Mahary 1.5 mil. 17 125 139 281 

Grand 18.0 mil.  24 112 121 257 

Al-Waddan 8.1 mil. 18 21 14 53 

Bab Al-Baher 14.0 mil. 24 278 89 391 

 

4.1.1 Al-Mahary Hotel 

This hotel is one of the projects implemented as a part of an investment project of the 

Social Security Fund and the Islamic Call Association who are considered to be the 

owners of this hotel. The company in charge of running the hotel is Al-;Mahary Compa-

ny for Hotel Management based in the city of Tripoli. The hotel was opened in 1989 and 

the company capital at the time of its establishment was valued at one and a half million 

Libyan Dinar. The hotel is made up of 15 floors and has a total of 281 rooms. There are 

also 17 suites distributed as follows: 13 Deluxe Suites and 4 Presidential Suites. 
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Table 5 Qualification of employees at Al-Mahary hotel (Souce: General Board of 

Tourism) 

Total 
Technical 

Operational Administrat. 
Qualification Technical  Service  

% Num. % Num. % Num. % Num. % Num. 

2.9 17 10.0 5 0.7 2 1.6 1 4.4 9 University Degree 

8.8 52 6.0 3 7.7 21 8.2 5 11.2 23 Higher Diploma 

22.1 130 46.0 23 15.4 42 18.0 11 26.2 54 Intermediate Diploma 

17.8 105 4.0 2 12.1 33 11.5 7 30.6 63 General Secondary Education 

23.4 138 10.0 5 26.5 72 26.2 16 21.8 45 Primary Education 

9.0 53 6.0 3 12.9 35 13.1 8 3.4 7 Elementary Education 

1.5 9 10.0 5 1.1 3 - - 0.5 1 Vocational Training 

14.4 85 8.0 4 23.5 64 21.3 13 1.9 4 Experience 

100.0 589 8.5 50 46.2 272 10.4 61 35.0 206 Total 

Following observations can be made related to the hotel staff: 

1. The highest portion of administrative staff at Al-Mahary Hotel possesses the Certifi-

cate of General Secondary Education (30%) and this is followed by the Intermediate 

Diploma holders at the rate of 26%. 

2. As for the operational jobs, the predominant portion of employees were from those 

holding the Certificate of Primary Education 26.2%, followed by those with suffi-

cient experience valued at 21.3%. 

3. The majority of services jobs were held by those qualified to Certificate of Primary 

Education level at the rate of 26.4% followed by those with sufficient experience at 

23.5%. 

4. As for technical-oriented jobs, they were qualified to the Intermediate Institute Level 

of Education at the rate of 46%. 

5. When we look at the total employees at the hotel, we find that most of them are 

holders of the Certificate of Primary Education at the rate of 23.4% and those pos-

sessing the required experience estimated at 14.4%. 

4.1.2 The Grand Hotel 

This hotel is run by Al-Damman Hotel Management Company and the hotel operating 

capital, on its establishment, was valued at 18 Million Libyan Dinars. It was opened in 

1982 and a number of companies have had previously run hotel such as the British Cal-

edonian Company after which it was handed over to the current company. The hotel is 

made up of 10 floors, two of which are unused. The total number of rooms is 257 plus 

33 suites (of which one is Presidential and 8 are Ministerial). 
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Table 6 Qualification of employees at Grand hotel (Souce: General Board of Tourism) 

Total 
Technical 

Operational Administrat. 
Qualification Technical  Service  

% Num. % Num. % Num. % Num. % Num. 

4.5 20 2.9 1 0.8 2 2.9 1 10.7 16 University Degree 

9.7 43 11.8 4 9.8 24 5.7 2 8.7 13 Higher Diploma 

17.3 77 35.3 12 15.9 39 5.7 2 16.1 24 Intermediate Diploma 

23.4 104 8.8 3 18.7 46 25.7 9 30.9 46 General Secondary Education 

20.0 89 14.7 5 20.3 50 28.6 10 16.1 24 Primary Education 

11.3 50 2.9 1 15.0 37 14.3 5 4.7 7 Elementary Education 

3.2 14 11.8 4 1.6 4 2.9 1 3.4 5 Vocational Training 

10.6 47 11.8 4 9.8 24 14.3 5 9.4 14 Experience 

100 444 7.7 34 55.4 246 7.9 35 33.6 149 Total 

Following observations can be made related to the hotel staff: 

1. The highest portion of the hotel management staff at the grand hotel are qualified to 

secondary education at the rate of 30 % followed by the Intermediate Institute Level 

and Certificate of Primary Education Level at the rate of 16 % each. 

2. As for operational jobs, the predominant portion was qualified to Certificate of Pri-

mary Education Level at the rate of 28 %. The highest rate after this comes those 

qualified to Certificate of Secondary Education Level at the rate of 25 %. 

3. The predominant level of qualification in the services sector (jobs) is those qualified 

to Certificate of Primary Education Level at the rate of 22.1 % followed by those 

possessing the Certificate of Secondary Education at the rate of 20.3 %. 

4. In terms of technical jobs, those qualified to the Intermediate Level were valued at 

35.2 % followed by those holding the Certificate of Primary Education (14.7 %). 

5. When we look at the total number of employees at the Hotel, we find that most of 

them hold the Secondary School Certificate at the rate of 23.4 % and a portion of 

them equal to 20 % hold the Certificate of Primary education. 

4.1.3 Al-Waddan Hotel 

This hotel is owned by the International Company for Hotel Investment. It was built in 

1983 and was owned by a private owner until its ownership became public in 1990, at 

that time, the hotel's capital was valued at 8,142.000,000 Libyan Dinars (eight million 

and 142 thousand LYD). The hotel is made up of four floors and has a total of 41 rooms 

and 12 suited (one Presidential). 
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Table 7 Qualification of employees at Al-Waddan hotel (Souce: General Board of 

Tourism) 

Total 
Technical 

Operational Administrat. 
Qualification Technical  Service  

% Num. % Num. % Num. % Num. % Num. 

4.88 8 3.70 1 -  -  11.1 7 University Degree 

6.1 10 3.7 1 -  -  14.3 9 Higher Diploma 

22.0 36 22.2 6 22.7 15 -  23.8 15 Intermediate Diploma 

8.5 14 7.4 2 1.5 1 -  17.5 11 General Secondary Education 

13.4 22 11.1 3 10.6 7 25.0 2 15.8 10 Primary Education 

6.1 10 -  7.6 5 25.0 2 4.8 3 Elementary Education 

4.9 8 14.8 4 4.5 3 12.5 1 -  Vocational Training 

34.2 56 37.0 10 53.0 35 37.5 3 12.7 8 Experience 

100.0 164 16.4 27 40.2 66 4.8 8 38.4 63 Total 

Following observations can be made related to the hotel staff: 

1. The highest rate of managerial staff at Al-Waddan Hotel estimated at 23.8 % are 

from those holding the Intermediate Diploma and this is followed by holders of the 

Certificate of Secondary Education (17.46 %). 

2. The predominant portion of operational jobs was of those with experience valued at 

37.5 %. This was followed by those holding the Certificate of Primary and Second-

ary Education, who made up 25 %. 

3. The services jobs were dominated by employees with experience making up a per-

centage of 53.05 %, followed by the Intermediate Diploma at the percentage of 

22.7 %. 

4. Technical jobs were occupied by those with experience represented a rate of 

37.03 %. 

5. As for the whole of the hotel's employees, we find that those possessing experience 

represent 34.1 % and those holding an Intermediate Diploma represent 21.95 %. 

4.1.4 Bab Al-Baher Hotel 

This hotel is one of the hotels operated by Al-Damman Company for Hotel Manage-

ment. It was opened in 1982 with the capital of 14 Million Libyan Dinar. The hotel con-

sists of fourteen floors and has a total of 391 rooms and 12 suites. 
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Table 8 Qualification of employees at Bab Al-Baher hotel (Souce: General Board of 

Tourism) 

Total 
Technical 

Operational Administrat. 
Qualification Technical  Service  

% Num. % Num. % Num. % Num. % Num. 

 1.7 6  6.4 2 -  - -  3.2 4 University Degree 

 4.0 14  3.2 1  1.9 3 - -  8.0 10 Higher Diploma 

 15.0 52  22.5 7  12.1 19  3.3 1  20.0 25 Intermediate Diploma 

 22.4 77  12.9 4  18.0 29  26.6 8  28.0 36 General Secondary Education 

 30.3 104 - -  36.9 58  50.0 15  24.8 15 Primary Education 

 17.7 61  22.5 7  21.6 39  16.6 5  12.0 5 Elementary Education 

 2.3 8  22.5 7  0.6 1 - - - - Vocational Training 

 6.0 21  9.6 3  8.2 13  3.3 1  3.2 1 Experience 

100.0 343  9.0 31  45.7 157  8.7 30  36.4 125 Total 

Following observations can be made related to the hotel staff: 

1. The highest portion of the hotel management staff at the grand hotel are qualified to 

secondary education at the rate of 22 % followed by those holding the Certificate of 

Primary Education Level at the rate of 24.8 %. 

2. As for operational jobs, the predominant portion was qualified to Certificate of Pri-

mary Education Level at the rate of 50 %. The highest rate after this represent those 

qualified to Certificate of Secondary Education Level at the rate of 26.6 %. 

3. The predominant level of qualification in the services sector (jobs) is those qualified 

to Certificate of Primary Education Level at the rate of 36.9 % followed by those 

possessing the Certificate of Elementary Education at the rate of 21.6 %. 

4. In terms of technical jobs, those qualified to the Intermediate Institute Level were 

estimated to make 22.5 % of the workforce. 

5. When we look at the total number of employees at the Hotel, we find that most of 

them hold the Primary Education Certificate account for 30.3 % of the workforce and 

a portion of them equal to 22.4 % hold the Certificate of Secondary education. 

4.2 Questionnaire for employees  

As described in the methodology, one quesionnaire focused on the hotel employees in 

different positions. Frequency distribution among the questionnaire's subjects in accord-

ance with the length of service in the hotel industry in general is shown in the table be-

low. 
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Table 9 Length of employment of responednts 

Length of Services Categories Number of Questionnaire Percentage 

From 0- less than 5 years 14 24.56 

From 5 to 10 years 18 31.58 

10 years and longer 25 43.86 

Total 57 100.00 

It can be noted that most of the sample subjects are distinctive in that they have 

spent a long period of time in service within the hotel industry which is highlighted by 

the clear high percentage of almost 44 %, which is equivalent to 10 years of experience 

and longer. This experience is the element relied on heavily in the hotel industry. 

It can be noted that most of the sample subjects are distinctive in that they have 

spent a long period of time in service within the hotel industry which is highlighted by 

the clear high percentage of 35.09 % which is equivalent to 11 years of experience and 

longer. This experience is the element relied on heavily in the hotel industry. 

Table 10 Respondents’ structure according to the length of service in the current posi-

tion 

Length of Services Categories Number of Questionnaire Percentage 

From 0- less than 5 years 31 54.39 

From 5 to 10 years 19 33.33 

10 years and longer 7 12.28 

Total 57 100.00 

It can be observed from the previous table that the highest percentage which is equal to 

54.39 % is that which represents the class from 0 to less than 5 years of experience. This 

means that most of those targeted by the questionnaire have recently started their current 

jobs. The lowest percentage is 12.28 % which is the class representing those with 10 

years and  longer. 

Research was done on a wider scale, but for the needs of the dissertation, only the 

data shown in Table were chosen. Evaluation was done by employees on scale 1-false to 

3-true). 
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Table 11 Main research findings (Source: processed questionnaire data) 

Reason Hotel Average  

Contradiction of the organizational hierarchy with 

the five-stars hotel's characteristics 

Al-Mahary Hotel. 1.71 

The Grand Hotel 2.35 

Al-Waddan Hotel. 2.16 

Bab Al-Baher Hotel. 2.28 

Lack of monitoring of kepping service standards 

Al-Mahary Hotel. 1.71 

The Grand Hotel 1.76 

Al-Waddan Hotel. 1.41 

Bab Al-Baher Hotel. 1.92 

Unavailability of specialist technical and manage-

rial personnel in the hotel industry 

Al-Mahary Hotel. 1.42 

The Grand Hotel 2.05 

Al-Waddan Hotel. 1.91 

Bab Al-Baher Hotel. 2.28 

Unavailability of an information network which 

helps information reach the concerned parties at 

the right time 

Al-Mahary Hotel. 1.85 

The Grand Hotel 2.47 

Al-Waddan Hotel. 2.75 

Bab Al-Baher Hotel. 2.21 

Some of the heads of departments are forced to 

accept responsibilities without being given suffi-

cient powers to do their jobs 

Al-Mahary Hotel. 2.28 

The Grand Hotel 2.70 

Al-Waddan Hotel. 2.75 

Bab Al-Baher Hotel. 2.42 

Lack of Training Courses 

Al-Mahary Hotel. 2.71 

The Grand Hotel 2.82 

Al-Waddan Hotel. 3.00 

Bab Al-Baher Hotel. 2.71 

Lack of supervisory role of the General Board of 

Tourism 

Al-Mahary Hotel. 2.64 

The Grand Hotel 2.70 

Al-Waddan Hotel. 2.83 

Bab Al-Baher Hotel. 2.64 

Data show minor differences among the particular hotels in majority of cases, standard 

deviations being below 0.25 in majority of cases. Major differences were found in the 

point of evaluation of information network, where specifically the Al-Mahary Hotel 

differs from the other three competitors. Similar results were achieved in evaluation of 

the availability of technical and managerial personnel. 

4.3 Questionnaire for customers  

Having studied the answers of the subjects who answered the questionnaire (the hotel's 

customers) that were targeted to answer such a questionnaire handed to subjects at all 

the four hotels equally, the questionnaire was divided into a number of questions each of 

which related to the customer's satisfaction in terms of the services provided by each 

and all of the hotel department and section of the hierarchical organization entities of the 

hotel. By evaluating the opinions collected, it is possible to gather evidence on the ex-

tent to which each of these departments comply to international standards as regards to 
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providing services at these hotels and the correctness of its procedures and, as a result, 

how sound the organizational structure is in order to prove the study's hypothesis. 

Table 12 Check-in and services provided to customers by restaurants and cafés 

Questions 
Excellent Good Fair Bad 

No. % No. % No. % No. % 

How were you received and welcomed? 11 26.19 26 61.90 4 9.52 1 2.38 

What do you think of the speed with 

which services are provided? 
6 14.29 19 45.24 14 33.33 3 7.14 

What do you think of the morality of the 

person who provides the services? 
17 40.48 20 47.62 4 9.52 1 2.38 

What do you think of the quality of servi-

ces? 
6 41.29 19 45.24 16 38.10 1 2.38 

What do you think of the precision and 

exactness of services? 
3 7.14 21 50.0 16 38.10 2 4.76 

From the above table, it becomes clear that the services a s a whole achieved a fair grad-

ing with close scores. Reception achieved 61.90 %, speed scored 45.24 %, moral con-

duct was valued at 47.62 %, quality reached 45.24 and precision had a grading of 

50.00 %. The best area in terms of services was achieved by the Reception counter. 

Table 13 Satisfaction of customers in terms of rooms and room services 

Question 
Very Satisfied Somewhat Satisfied Unsatisfied 

No. % No. % No. % 

To what extent are you satisfied with your 

room cleanliness? 
21 50 20 47.62 1 2.38 

How satisfied are you with your room com-

fort? 
21 50 17 40.48 4 9.52 

How satisfied are you with your room cleanli-

ness? 
15 53.71 18 42.86 9 21.43 

It can be observed from the previous table that 50 % are very satisfied with their room 

cleanliness at the hotels and the remaining 50 % are somewhat satisfied and unsatisfied. 

This also applies to their satisfaction with the available comfort of rooms and room ser-

vices. 

In order to evaluate the customers' satisfaction with room services at these hotels, 

the researcher has carried out an analysis to calculate the average level of satisfaction 

with such services and the results were as shown in table. 
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Table 14 Satisfaction level of customers with room services 

Service Parameter Customer Satisfaction Level 

Cleanliness 2.49 

Comfort 2.37 

Sufficiency of Services 2.08 

From the results shown in the table we note that the customer satisfaction level in the 

area of cleanliness was 2.45 which is below the average, followed by the comfort at 2.34 

and lastly the services sufficiency which achieved an average of 2.09. This result reflects 

the high level dissatisfaction of customers with the room services provided by the ho-

tels. 

Measuring which of the averages was different yielded the results shown in the fol-

lowing table. 

Table 15 Satisfaction with room services 

(Cleanliness) 1  (Comfort) 2 (Sufficiency of Services) 3 

2.49 2.37 2.08 

 0.41 0.006 

  0.05 

From the above table, we note that the level of satisfaction of customers with room 

cleanliness is higher than the average of his/her satisfaction with the sufficiency of ser-

vices. Meanwhile, there were no moral differences between the averages of customers' 

satisfaction  with the rest of the services.  Another value was determined namely being 

the average of customers' satisfaction with the different room services at the various 

hotels. 

Table 16 Satisfaction with the hotel services 

Questions 
Very Satisfied Somewhat Satisfied Unsatisfied 

No. % No. % No. % 

How satisfied are you with the room house-keeper? 12 28.57 27 64.29 3 7.14 

How satisfied are you with the cashier's services? 18 42.68 20 47.62 4 9.52 

How satisfied are you with the telephone services? 22 52.38 17 40.48 3 7.14 

How satisfied are you with the Laundry services? 7 16.67 29 69.05 6 92.4 

How satisfied are you with the porter's services 1 12.50 3 37.50 4 05 

How satisfied are you with the swimming-pool servi-

ces? 
20 47.62 21 50 1 2.38 

How satisfied are you with the information services? 22 52.38 17 40.40 3 2.14 

How satisfied are you with games outside the ro-

oms? 
2 4.76 27 64.29 13 30.95 

How satisfied are you with the health club? 3 7.14 28 66.67 11 26.19 
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From the previous table, we can observe the following results: 

1. The highest percentage of services was achieved by room services with a score of 

53.71 %, followed by telephone services and information which scored 52.38. This 

reflects clearly the extent to which dissatisfaction of customers with these services 

as the previous percentages were in the average. 

2. The services rated "somewhat satisfied" were the laundry services at the percentage 

of 69.05 %, the health club services scoring 66.67 % and the house-keeping services 

which achieved a rating of 64.29 %. 

3. The serviced which did not gain approval and the satisfaction of the customers were 

porter services achieving a mere 50 %. 

This reflects the fact that most hotel departments do not provide their services as 

required and that such services do not suit the hotel category these hotels were classified 

into. 

Customer's opinions were studied as regards to ways of developing hotel services 

and this was in the form of an open-ended question meant to open the way for customers 

to improve the services and explain his view in the shortcomings and weaknesses of the 

hotel services. The answers were limited to the following points shown in the following 

table. 

Table 17 Ways of improving the hotel services 

Code Suggestions Given Number % 

1 Improving of Swimming-pool services 1 3.57 

2 Lowering Prices 2 7.14 

3 Taking care of cleanliness and hygiene 5 17.86 

4 Introducing a new office to look into customers' complaints 2 7.14 

5 Improving skills of providing the services 3 10.71 

6 Increasing efficiency and quality of restaurants' performance 4 14.29 

7 Maintenance of Health related equipments in the toilets and kitchen  3 10.71 

8 Maintenance of electrical equipments and tools especially TV Sets 3 10.71 

9 Maintenance of Furniture 3 10.71 

10 Improving Information and Answering Inquiries 1 3.57 

11 Improving Services 1 3.57 
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It can be noted from the previous table that most of the suggestions implied caring for 

rooms' cleanliness at the hotels which scored 17.86 % and the quality and skills associ-

ated with providing the services. 

The researcher has carried out the analysis of the hotels' customer satisfaction with 

services provided by the hotels that were subjected to this study and calculated the aver-

age for customer satisfaction with these services and the results are as follows: 

Table 18 Customer satisfaction with the services provided 

Type of Services Average of Customer Satisfaction 

House-keeper 2.11 

Cashier 2.27 

Telephone Operator 2.40 

Laundry 2.02 

Porter 2.42 

Information Desk 2.33 

From the results shown in the table we can observe that the degree of satisfaction ranges 

from somewhat satisfied (2.0 %) awarded to the Laundry Services followed by the 

house-keeping services, the cashier achieving an average of 2.11 %-2.2 %. Whereas the 

porter services and the telephone operator achieved an average of 2.4 %. We can also 

note that the customers' satisfaction was less than it should have been which means the 

lack of quality of services that are provided by these hotels especially in terms of house-

keeping and the laundry services. 

In order to determine which of these averages are different, a test was carried out to 

measure small moral differences, the results are shown in the following table. 

Table 19 Differences in customer satisfaction 

House-keeper Cashier Telephone Operator Laundry Porter Information 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

2.11 2.26 2.40 2.02 2.41 2.33 

 0.21 0.02 0.49 0.01 0.08 

  0.28 0.05 0.24 0.61 

   0.00 0.91 0.57 

    0.00 0.01 

     0.51 
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From the above table, we can note that the average level of satisfaction with service No. 

(3) was higher than the average of satisfaction with service No. (2). The same applies to 

comparison between service No. (3) which is higher than that of Service No. (4). Satis-

faction with service No. (5) is higher than that of service No. (4). Finally, average of 

satisfaction with service No. (6) was higher than that of service No. (4). Whereas the 

remaining averages were different. In general, satisfaction of customers with services 2, 

3, 5 and 6 are higher than the averages of services 1 and 4. It is worth noting that the 

swimming-pool service was eliminated from the comparison since this facility does not 

provide any services to customers. Besides, some customers are not even aware of the 

existence of these swimming-pools altogether. This reflects the lack of care on part of 

the hotel in letting its customers know of the available services. Besides, some hotels do 

have such facility but it requires maintenance which makes it unusable by customers. 

The researcher has analyzed the average of customers' satisfaction with the various 

services provided by the different hotels and following figure illustrates the results. 
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Figure 9 Average of customer satisfaction with services provided by the different 

hotels 
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To ascertain the degree of hotel customer satisfaction with the services provided by res-

taurants and cafés, the average mark reflecting satisfaction level was calculated and the 

results is shown in the following table. 

Table 20 Customer satisfaction with the service provided by restaurants and cafés 

Services Parameter Customer Satisfaction Average  

Speed 2.72 

Conduct 3.29 

Quality 2.76 

Precision 2.58 

From the results shown in this table, we note that the customer satisfaction ranges from 

2.58 awarded to precision and 3.29 recorded by conduct ad morality. We also observe 

that the least degree of customer satisfaction was on the precision of services. The high-

est recorded average was for moral conduct which scored 3.3 which is higher slightly 

than good rating. 

Finally, the average of customer satisfaction with various services provided by cafés 

and restaurants at the different hotels was calculated and the results are shown in the 

following figure. 
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Figure 10 Customer satisfaction with services provided by restaurants and cafés of 

particular hotels 
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4.4 Demand development 

Hotel managements needs to analyze the number of customers accommodated in the 

hotel and needs to find the long-term trend of the number of customers and needs to find 

the seasonal trend and to find the forecast for future. The available data consists of the 

time series of hotel customers. For each month since January, 2008 till December 2010 

are known the mean numbers of accomodated customers in the five stars hotel. Given 

time series will be presented graphically and then the long-term trend will be found us-

ing polynomial function and the seasonal trend will be found using periodic function. 

Because of the seasonality with two peaks (one in spring and the other in autumn) it is 

expected the seasonality trend function will be chosen with period 12 months and 6 

months. Then the optimal trend function will be used for calculation one year forecast 

and the confidence interval for the forecasted trend will be calculated. The results will 

be presented graphically and by tabular form. 

Mathematic model formulation 

Linear regression model will be used for the evaluation of the trend function of given 

time series. Let us suppose given a data set 

 

of n statistical units. A linear regression model assumes that the relationship be-

tween the dependent variable yi and the p-vector of regressors xi is approximately line-

ar. This approximate relationship is modeled through a so-called “disturbance term” εi 

— an unobserved random variable that adds noise to the linear relationship between the 

dependent variable and regressors. Thus the model takes form 

 

where ′ denotes the transpose, so that xi′β is the inner product between vectors xi 

and β. 

Often these n equations are stacked together and written in vector form as 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data
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Where 

 

-  is called the dependent or response variable. The response variable will be the 

mean number of hotel customers accommodated in the hotel in the month i, 

i=1,2,…, 36. 

-  are called regressors, explanatory variables, or independent variables). The 

matrix X is sometimes called the design matrix. The choice of explanatory varia-

bles depends on the model of the trend and they will be chosen later on. 

- is a p-dimensional parameter vector. Its elements are called regression coeffi-

cients. Statistical estimation and inference in linear regression focuses on β. 

-  is called the error term. This variable captures all other factors which influ-

ence the dependent variable yi other than the regressors xi . 

Regression model assumptions: 

1. n > p and the design matrix X has column rank p 

2. The regressors xi are assumed to be error-free, that is they are not contaminated with 

measurement errors. 

3. Errors  are supposed to be independent, normally distributed with zero mean and 

with the constant variance across the n units (homoscedasticity is supposed). 

Trend models: 

Regression model for long –term trend TL is given for time t = 1,2, … , by 

TL = tt2 

Regression model periodic trend TP is given by 
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Tp =  sin(t/6) sin(t/3) cos(t/6); 

where the regression coefficients,  and are connected with the 12 months 

periodic trend and  is connected with the 6 months periodic trend. 

Linear regression model used: 

yt = T p TL  t = tt2   sin(t/6) sin(t/3) cos(t/6)  t 

Then for t = i we take regressors 

xi = (xi0, xi1 , xi2, xi3 , xi4, xi5) = (1, i, i2  sin(i/6) sin(i /3) cos(i /6) ) 

Estimation methods 

The ordinary least squares (OLS) methods was used for parameter estimation. The OLS 

method minimizes the sum of squared residuals rt = yt  ypt, where ypt stands for the pre-

dicted value of the trend at time t and corresponds to the value yt . Then the expression 

for the estimated value of the unknown parameter β is given by the solution of normal 

equations 

X’XX’y 

and can be written in the form 

 

The estimator is unbiased and consistent under given assumptions. The quality of the 

fit can be measured by the residual sum of squares 

S2 = rt
2 or by s2 = S2/(n-p), 

which is the unbiased estimate of the constant variance of the error terms  t . The 

square root of s2 will be used to describe the quality of the fit here. 
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Data and results 

The studied time series of data can be found in the table below. We concentrate on the 

total mean number of hotel’s customers yt which are mentioned in the last column of the 

table. 

Table 21 Demand development reality 

Year Moth CH F M Total 

2008 I-08 9 36 134 179 

  II-08 13 65 120 198 

  III-08 18 75 118 211 

  IV-08 13 77 105 195 

  V-08 21 45 240 306 

  VI-08 8 33 122 163 

  VII-08 5 22 70 97 

  VIII-08 5 9 85 99 

  IX-08 16 41 142 199 

  X-08 15 30 215 260 

  XI-08 15 47 240 302 

  XII-08 11 37 175 223 

2009 I-09 11 34 145 190 

  II-09 5 25 175 205 

  III-09 17 63 190 270 

  IV-09 10 30 270 310 

  V-09 8 32 277 317 

  VI-09 3 27 155 185 

  VII-09 1 8 80 89 

  VIII-09 0 5 87 92 

  IX-09 20 50 150 220 

  X-09 14 80 205 299 

  XI-09 15 80 230 325 

  XII-09 20 40 170 230 

2010 I-10 18 32 190 240 

  II-10 7 25 205 237 

  III-10 7 28 270 305 

  IV-10 18 30 260 308 

  V-10 13 40 255 308 

  VI-10 5 25 160 190 

  VII-10 3 9 90 102 

  VIII-10 18 30 150 198 

  IX-10 12 50 170 232 

  X-10 15 55 210 280 

  XI-10 6 25 285 316 

  XII-10 13 40 207 260 
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Partial results 

Based on the above table (n= 36, p=6), there were obtained the following results: 

(X’X)-1 = W = 

 0.2902 -0.0314 0.0007 -0.0221 -0.0102 -0.0047 

 -0.0314 0.0044 -0.0001 0.0015 0.0007 0.0013 

 0.0007 -0.0001 0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 

 -0.0221 0.0015 -0.0000 0.0595 0.0018 -0.0009 

 -0.0102 0.0007 -0.0000 0.0018 0.0564 -0.0004 

 -0.0047 0.0013 -0.0000 -0.0009 -0.0004 0.0564 

 

X’y = 

 

 1.0e+006 * 

 

 0.008140000000000 

 0.157896000000000 

 3.925612000000000 

 0.000484355715851 

 -0.001385640646055 

 0.000601886459460 

 

 = 

 182.3506 

 3.6122 

 -0.0512 

 33.5058 

 -73.9183 

 32.4353 

 

X’Y = 

 

 1.0e+006 * 

 

 0.0081 

 0.1579 

 3.9256 

 0.0005 

 -0.0014 

 0.0006 

 

S2 = 2.6075e+004; and s = 29.4818 

 

Thus the model trend equation is given by 

yt  182.3506 + 3.6122t 0.0512t2  33.5058 sin(t/6) 73.9183 sin(t/3) 32.4353 

cos(t/6) 
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Further by statistical tests it was found that each of the coefficients -

significantly differs from the zero at significance level 5 %. Thus the model is com-

pleted and was used for the forecast of the trend. The result are summarized in the Table 

2 and the model is marked in the table 2 as QUADR . The table comprises the calculat-

ed forecasts for next year as well as the 95 % confidence interval for the future trend. 

The results are presented graphically in the figure. 

 
Figure 11 Demand development in a selected hotel 

Further the model was compared with the other model where the quadratic trend was 

substituted by square root trend. The new model was given by the equation 

yt = TL TL  t = tt-1/2   sin(t/6) sin(t/3) cos(t/6)  

t . 

 

Results 

(X’X)-1 = W = 
 1.5180 0.1004 -0.8209 -0.0615 -0.0377 -0.0344 
 0.1004 0.0083 -0.0622 -0.0021 -0.0017 -0.0033 
 -0.8209 -0.0622 0.4833 0.0248 0.0169 0.0233 
 -0.0615 -0.0021 0.0248 0.0607 0.0027 0.0001 
 -0.0377 -0.0017 0.0169 0.0027 0.0570 0.0003 
 -0.0344 -0.0033 0.0233 0.0001 0.0003 0.0570 
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X’Y = 1.0e+005 * 
 
 0.0814 
 1.5790 
 0.3416 
 0.0048 
 -0.0139 
 0.0060 
 

 = 

 168.8587 
 -0.2163 
 15.0217 
 34.0824 
 -73.4825 
 32.4466 

 

S2 = 2.6477e+004; and s = 29.7080. 

 

The result are summmarized in the table below, where the model is marked as 

SQRT. 

 
 

 
Figure 12 Demand development model II 

 

From the table below it is possible to see, that both models are very similar, the 

SQUARED model has a little higher value of residual sum of squares and also the value 

of s. This model should be prefered for a longer time forecast. 
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Table 22 Demand development model 

Month 

 t 

Empiric yt QVUADR 

lower bound 

QVUADR 

 Trend fore-

cast ypt 

QVUADR 

upper bound 

SQRT 

lower bound 

 SQRT 

 Trend fore-

cast ypt  

SQRT 

lower bound 

 1 179  134.3453 166.7390  199.1327  124.6899  165.1672  205.6444 

 2 198  141.2293 170.5893  199.9493  140.7264  171.7717  202.8171 

 3 211  201.2398 226.2317  251.2236  203.5975  228.3105  253.0234 

 4 195  245.7134 272.7938  299.8741  248.4383  274.9674  301.4965 

 5 306  225.5869 251.8087  278.0305  228.3243  253.9459  279.5675 

 6 163  147.8513 169.7437  191.6362  150.6561  171.9095  193.1630 

 7 97  71.9553  96.2673  120.5794  74.1188  98.3094  122.5001 

 8 99  74.3379  98.7191  123.1004  75.5556  100.2384  124.9213 

 9 199  155.2446 177.2042  199.1637  155.4697  177.8943  200.3189 

 10 260  238.8654 264.5645  290.2637  238.3980  264.5429  290.6877 

 11 302  266.0823 291.2369  316.3914  265.1910  290.9964  316.8018 

 12 223  230.0547 250.7539  271.4531  228.4975  250.7459  272.9943 

 13 190  177.8757 201.4774  225.0791  175.8953  201.7108  227.5263 

 14 205  180.4072 204.0980  227.7889  178.3005  204.1378  229.9750 

 15 270  238.2544 258.5108  278.7672  236.3502  257.8748  279.3994 

 16 310  280.2853 303.8432  327.4011  278.8071  302.4147  326.0223 

 17 317  258.1799 281.6285  305.0771  256.7711  279.6963  302.6215 

 18 185  178.3701 198.3339  218.2977  177.1394  196.2496  215.3597 

 19 89  100.1024 123.6279  147.1533  98.6768  121.4477  144.2186 

 20 92  101.2677 124.8500  148.4324  99.8063  122.3336  144.8609 

 21 220  181.8916 202.1054  222.3192  180.6531  199.0711  217.4891 

 22 299  264.5502 288.2361  311.9221  262.8709  284.9020  306.9330 

 23 325  290.1238 313.6788  337.2339  288.5317  310.6205  332.7093 

 24 230  251.6027 271.9662  292.3296  250.3572  269.7041  289.0510 

 25 240  196.8079 221.4601  246.1122  195.4875  220.0617  244.6358 

 26 237  197.6063 222.8510  248.0958  196.5304  221.9315  247.3327 

 27 305  254.3221 276.0341  297.7462  253.4374  275.1549  296.8724 

 28 308  295.7482 320.1369  344.5257  294.6675  319.2191  343.7708 

 29 308  272.2965 296.6926  321.0887  271.2303  296.0584  320.8866 

 30 190  190.3310 212.1683  234.0057  189.9022  212.1990  234.4958 

 31 102  110.4420 136.2327  162.0233  110.9876  137.0108  163.0339 

 32 198  110.1227 136.2252  162.3276  111.3916  137.5340  163.6764 

 33 232  188.9517 212.2509  235.5501  190.7543  213.9300  237.1058 

 34 280  269.8521 297.1520  324.4519  272.6144  299.4386  326.2629 

 35 316  291.8543 321.3650  350.8758  297.0405  324.8524  352.6643 

 36 260  247.5921 278.4228  309.2534  256.6714  283.6472  310.6229 

 37   188.9360 226.6870  264.4380  201.3001  233.7305  266.1609 

 38   184.7986 226.8483  268.8981  200.3134  235.3394  270.3655 

 39   234.7536 278.8018  322.8500  253.3262  288.3142  323.3022 

 40   272.2831 321.6749  371.0668  292.9175  332.1412  371.3650 

 41   243.4788 297.0009  350.5231  267.3490  308.7538  350.1586 

 42   154.5939 211.2471  267.9003  183.2077  224.6774  266.1471 

 43   71.8251 134.0817  196.3384  104.5766  149.2812  193.9859 

 44   66.7077 132.8446  198.9815  103.7533  149.6049  195.4566 

 45   138.7689 207.6407  276.5125  180.3659  225.8094  271.2530 

 46   216.9758 291.3122  365.6485  262.5631  311.1338  359.7046 

 47   234.6220 314.2955  393.9691  286.2189  336.3703  386.5216 

 48   184.9335 270.1236  355.3137  244.2776  294.9942  345.7109 
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4.5 Optimization of rented cars distribution between two destin a-

tions 

To enlarge the hotel attractiveness hotel management considers operating a hotel car 

rental service. Thanks to the fact, that the hotel has two branches, its management con-

siders two car rental services – one in Benghazi and the other in Tripoli (see figure be-

low). Because cars can be collected and returned in both cities the problem (and the ob-

jective of this paper) is to find the optimal number of cars in each place to minimize the 

number of cars which has to be transported from one city to the other by the employees 

of rental service. 

The service specializes in catering to travel agents who want to arrange tourist ac-

tivities in both Tripoli and Benghazi. Consequently, a traveller will rent a car in one city 

and drop the car in the second city. Travellers may begin their itinerary in either city. 

The hotel is trying to determine how much to charge for this drop-off convenience. Be-

cause cars are dropped off in both cities, will a sufficient number of cars end up in each 

city to satisfy the demand for cars in that city? If not, how many cars must the hotel 

company transport from Tripoli to Benghazi or from Benghazi to Tripoli? The answers 

to these questions will help the hotel company figure out its expected costs. 

Analyzing the historical records showed that 65 % of the cars rented in Tripoli are 

returned to Tripoli, whereas the other 35 % end up in Benghazi. Of the cars rented from 

Benghazi, 75 % are returned to Benghazi, whereas 25 % end up in Tripoli (see figure 

below). 

The numbers of cars in Tripoli and Benghazi at time n can be described by homo-

geneous Markovian chain with 2 statuses (the car is in Tripoli or in Benghazi), and the 

following transition matrix 
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Figure 13 The 1014 km distance of the two hotel locations (maps.google.com) 
 

Figure 14 Car movements after rental (Source: hotel data) 

Let  be the stationary distribution of statuses of the chain. Then if the total num-

ber of cars in both rental offices is M, the number of cars in Tripoli and Benghazi in 

long-term is given by two-dimensional vector 

,non Pxx 


where 

nx


is the vector of number of cars in particular locations, 

xo is original number of cars 

Pn is transition probability matrix 

Further for the total number of cars M = 48 (number of cars which the hotel compa-

ny is going to operate with) the limiting numbers of cars in both rental offices in time n 

Tripoli Benghazi 

65% 75% 

25% 

35% 
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are presented in the figures below for different alternatives of starting distribution of 

cars. 

a) Input data: 
ox


= [48;0] ;  

x =  
48.0000  0 
31.2000  16.8000 
24.4800  23.5200 
21.7920  26.2080 
20.7168  27.2832 
20.2867  27.7133 
20.1147  27.8853 
20.0459  27.9541 
20.0184  27.9816 
20.0073  27.9927 
20.0029  27.9971 
20.0012  27.9988 
20.0005  27.9995 
20.0002  27.9998 
20.0001 27.9999 
 

Solution: x


= [20;28] 

 

 

Figure 15 Starting values x0 = (48,0) 

b) Input data: ox


= [30;18] ;  

 
x =  
 30.0000 18.0000 
 24.0000 24.0000 
 21.6000 26.4000 
 20.6400 27.3600 
 20.2560 27.7440 
 20.1024 27.8976 
 20.0410 27.9590 
 20.0164 27.9836 
 20.0066 27.9934 
 20.0026 27.9974 
 20.0010 27.9990 
 20.0004 27.9996 
 20.0002 27.9998 
 20.0001 27.9999 
 20.0000 28.0000 
 

Solution: x


= [20;28] 

 
 
 

Figure 16 Starting values x0 = (30,18) 
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c) Input data: 
ox


= [18;30] ;  

 
x =  
 18.0000 30.0000 
 19.2000 28.8000 
 19.6800 28.3200 
 19.8720 28.1280 
 19.9488 28.0512 
 19.9795 28.0205 
 19.9918 28.0082 
 19.9967 28.0033 
 19.9987 28.0013 
 19.9995 28.0005 
 19.9998 28.0002 
 19.9999 28.0001 
 20.0000 28.0000 
 20.0000 28.0000 
 20.0000 28.0000 

 

Solution: x


= [20;28] 

 

Figure 17 Starting values x0 = (18,30) 

d) Input data: 
ox


= [0;48] ;  

 
x = 
 0 48.0000 
 12.0000 36.0000 
 16.8000 31.2000 
 18.7200 29.2800 
 19.4880 28.5120 
 19.7952 28.2048 
 19.9181 28.0819 
 19.9672 28.0328  
 19.9869 28.0131 
 19.9948 28.0052 
 19.9979 28.0021 
 19.9992 28.0008 
 19.9997 28.0003 
 19.9999 28.0001 
 19.9999 28.0001 

 

Solution: x


= [20;28] 

 

Figure 18 Starting values x0 = (0,48) 

From the graphs it can be seen that for the total number of cars M=48 and probabil-

ity matrix 
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, 

the best solution for the operation of the car rental company is to keep 20 cars in 

Tripoli and 28 cars in Benghazi (see summary in table below). 

Table 23 Summary of the findings 

Alternative 
ox


 Solution 

a 48; 0 20; 28 

b 30; 18 20; 28 

c 18; 30 20; 28 

d 0; 48 20; 28 

The over 1000 km distance of the two destinations makes the decision-making on car 

distribution between them very influential. Optimization of the number of cars at each 

place plays an important role in total costs of the service offered to (and expected by) 

the customers. The problem has been solved using theory of Markovian chains. The 

optimal number of cars in each place was found which minimizes the number of cars 

which has to be transported from one city to the other. 

4.6 Personal interviews with staff of the General Board of Tourism 

and Antiquities 

The researcher has collected data related to the third variable through personal inter-

views with the director of the licensing and tourism inspection and the results reached 

were as follows: 

The organizational hierarchical structures have a clear influence on the tourism de-

velopment in that the tourism development relies on the hotel industry and therefore on 

the hotel services. The better the quality and quality of providing these services the bet-

ter the chances of increasing the number of tourist groups visiting Libya which will nat-

urally lead to the growth in the tourism economic activities. 

As confirmed by the officials at the General Board of Tourism, these organizational 

structures do not match standards of five-star hotel classification as this authority has 

not even classified these hotels altogether in view of this hotel category. For example, 

Bab Al-Baher Hotel has been issued with Category (First Grade A) in accordance with 

the classification of the General Board of Tourism which is lower than the Supper Class. 

This, of course, contradicts with the classification of five-stars. Besides, all the hotels 
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subjected to this study lack many of the requirements whether technical or nonstructural 

that qualify it to be awarded this category. The reason that led to the General Board of 

Tourism not having carried out the classification of hotels despite the fact that the Board 

is a member of the International Tourism Organization, but due to the lack of any deal-

ing between the two parties and lack of use on part of the GBT in utilizing the publica-

tions that are distributed has led to the lack of information and data that are available to 

it in the field of hospitality and hotel services. 

In addition to that, the Board does not possess the legal powers to impose penalties 

on the hotel that violate quality and services standards whereas the task of classifying 

and supervising the hotels and observing their level of performance fall within its tasks 

and obligations. 

As a result of the above, all the hotels that possess the five-star classification within 

the boundaries of the city of Tripoli have been classified by the operating companies and 

this action is in violation of the classification of the board. 

The lack of action on part of the Board of Tourism in classifying these hotels as 

five-star hotels is due to the fact that the development of tourism relies, as we have men-

tioned previously,  on the quality of the hotel services. If the Board approves this classi-

fication which is in violation of the required standards, the tourist will find that the ser-

vice sin the hotels he stays at are not up to the normal standard and quality that apply to 

this category of hotels. As a result, the tourist may take legal action through the tour 

operator that organized his/her trip against the board and this will result in undermining 

and harming the reputation of tourism in Libya. 

The organizational hierarchical structures of these hotels do not provide proper ser-

vices which is due to the lack of supervision. This factor is one of the most important 

tasks assigned to the board and the lack of action on its supervisory part is due to the 

absence of the legal grounds for its role. Consequently, the board has not carried out any 

rounds to check out the state of the hotels since 1993. Even the previous rounds were 

not of any impact but were instead just mere routine visits. The evidence for this can be 

seen in the report compiled by the Tourism Inspection Section in 1993 which covered 

Al-Mahary and Al-Kabir hotels. It was noted that a number of technical and administra-

tive violations were committed such as the lack of the required business license and  
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lack of one special uniform for the employees which is one condition for obtaining the 

five-star classification. In addition to that, the lack of comprehension on part of the em-

ployees for the nature of their job, the lack of skilled labour and the deteriorating hy-

giene standards. This report is a legal evidence which entitles the General Board of 

Tourism to punish and fine those found in violation of the normal standards of this in-

dustry but all the reports remained as part of routine work to be shelved as soon as it 

was completed. 

The researcher has observed during his visits to Tunisia and through conducting a 

number of interviews with hotel managers and employees of the ministry of tourism in 

order to get a first hand experience of their administrative and managerial styles used 

within the tourism industry and getting to know the relationship between their hotels 

and the ministry of tourism. The researcher has concluded that the Tunisian ministry of 

tourism is the only party that is empowered to issue hotel category to all the hotels 

whether owned by the public or private sectors alike. The Ministry of Tourism is also 

the supervising authority for the standard of services provided by such hotels and if it 

observes any deterioration in services or receives complaints by customers, this will lead 

to fines being imposed by means of lowering the number of stars awarded to this hotel. 

The supervising process is carried out in accordance with the Unified International 

Standards which are being adhered to by the Tunisian Ministry of Tourism. Bearing in 

mind that there is currently some cooperation between the Libyan General Board of 

Tourism and Antiquities and the Tunisian Ministry of Tourism in terms of the exchange 

of information and data on hotels especially as regards to those associated with technical 

specifications of hotel departments and employees as well as parameters adopted in 

evaluating the quality of the hotel services. 
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5 DISCUSSION 

Based on the statistical analysis and the results reached the hypotheses of the study were 

proved to be correct: 

1. Hotel administration lacks attention to the importance of management and its role in 

raising quality and function of hotel services and it affects tourism growth in Libya. 

There do not exist administrative guidelines defining procedures in any hotel, and 

employees face obstacles in their work. Insufficiencies of this type are proved also 

by other data. 

2. There is a lack of qualified specialists on management positions in the selected ho-

tels. As shown in the introductory tables about the qualification structure of the par-

ticular hotels, less than 11 % of the administrative employees has a university de-

gree, which means there is not enough qualification on the management positions, in 

the examined hotels. 

Based on the research, some recommendations can be formulated in order to improve 

the hierarchical organizational structures of our hotels and this will consequently lead to 

improving our hotel services and give impetus to their role in the development of tour-

ism especially at this period of time, which is witnessing a flourishing development of 

tourism within the national economy. This makes it inevitable to adopt this industry as a 

source of revenues for the national economy in addition to oil. These recommendations 

can be summarized in the following points: 

1. Hotels rely for their continuation and survival on being frequented by their guests 

and the hotel management must put them in its first priority in terms of care and 

consideration when it plans and proposes strategies for its operations. The researcher 

also recommend to set up an information network within the organizational struc-

ture, which will contribute in spreading information among the various departments 

and parts of the hotel and help the hotel management make the best decisions in ad-

dition to analysis of all the complaints that concern customers and determine areas 

of weaknesses and strength when it comes to hotel services being provided by the 

hotels. 
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2. Raising moral and spirits of employees at the hotel and creating a sense of personal 

and self-development and assisting such employees in improving their hotel services 

through organizing training courses and giving them incentives – especially to the 

new graduates, who complete their training at Hotel Training Centers. 

3. It is essential to make the organizational hierarchical structures of our hotels clear 

and the flexible to adapt to changes based on the customers' requirements and the 

changes that take place in the external environment, which affects this industry. 

4. The researcher finds that it is appropriate to grant the Hotel's General Manager the 

power and freedom, which he should practice within the framework of the objec-

tives, for which such powers and freedom were granted to him by the higher man-

agement of the hotel in order to help him take the best decisions and implement the 

best procedures at the most opportune time for the purpose of maintaining the quali-

ty of hotel services in Libya. 

5. The researcher recommends that sufficient power and authority should be given to 

all the employees within the framework to enable them to do their job without being 

hindered from providing the services they provide. It is also important to benefit 

from the modern technology used within the hotel industry and to make an effort to 

make sure that maintenance of hotel machinery and equipment is done frequently to 

ensure quality of hotel services being provided to customers. 

6. Strategic plans should be elaborated to implement supervisory and monitoring pro-

grams  inside the hotels subjected to this study in order to correct any deviation from 

such plans and use such plans as guidelines to raise efficiency and effectiveness of 

the hotel services and not merely for bureaucratic purposes and to complicate the 

administrative and service procedures. 

7. The researcher holds the view that a scientific approach should be adopted in devis-

ing an organizational hierarchical structure for the hotels since the quality of their 

services are strongly linked and associated with the administrative work these organs 

perform within the hotel. 
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8. The researcher recommends that effort should be made to obtain all the information 

and data which originates from the General Board of Tourism and the International 

Tourism Organization and to adhere to them in addition to emphasizing and high-

lighting the role of the General Board of Tourism as a monitoring and supervisory 

party which is solely assigned with the task of classifying hotels of different catego-

ries. 

9. The researcher recommends setting up a department for tourism marketing and con-

centrating its work and role within the organizational structures as these organs have 

special characteristics related to tourism aspects. The more consideration given to 

the marketing activities the better chances of having a vibrant tourism industry in 

Libya. 

10. The researcher thinks that it is more appropriate and suitable to privatize the hotel 

industry in the light of the fact that the public sector has failed in managing and run-

ning these hotels and lack on their part to interact with the external environment in a 

drive to make them reach a competitive position with hotels of the neighboring 

countries. These hotels also suffer from other problems such as debts unpaid by 

Governmental public departments. These debts have led to the bankruptcy of some 

hotels and lack of liquid cash by others. The entry of the private sector into competi-

tion and its provision of distinctive quality services in terms of quality, prices and 

variety mean that when these hotels are privatized they will provide better services. 

When these hotels are indeed privatized, new taxes will be imposed on them and these 

taxes and fees will help the General Board of Tourism and Antiquities in establishing 

new tourist projects or renovating some of the old existing projects. 
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6 CONCLUSION 

The study targeted at the deluxe category hotels classified as five-star hotels that are 

located in the city of Tripoli. The reason for selecting this sample was that the selected 

hotels were similar in their classification and different in size. 

In terms of their survival, hotels rely in the first place on the repeated visits by their 

guests. The hotel management should therefore put them as its first priority, when plan-

ning or devising strategies for its business. The researcher recommends setting up an 

information network within the organizational hierarchical structure, which can play a 

role in distributing information among the various departments and entities to help the 

hotel management take the best decision in addition to the analysis of all the complaints 

received by customers and to locate the areas of weaknesses and strengths in the ser-

vices provided by the hotels. 

Organizational structures of our hotels must be flexible and able to adapt and 

change with the changing customers’ requirements and the changes that occur within the 

external environment that affect this industry. 

The researcher holds the view that it is more appropriate and proper to privatize the 

hotel industry especially as it has been proven that the public sector has failed in running 

and managing these hotels and that it does not interact with the external environment in 

order to raise their level of competitiveness with those of the neighboring countries. 

These hotels also suffer from other problems such as debts for money lent to them by 

governmental departments, which have led to the bankruptcy of some of these hotels 

and the shortage of liquid cash of others. The private sector entering into competition 

with the public sector is able to provide distinctive services in terms of quality and vari-

ety as well as prices. When such hotels are privatized, this will lead to provision of bet-

ter services. 

Conclusions will include a final summary of key recommendations, and also suggestion of 

continuous monitoring methodology in order to keep the focus on performance improvements 

in the future. This methodology could be applied by other hotels not only from the five-star 

category, but in general. 
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Main benefits of the dissertation will be focused on two directions: 

1. Practical benefits – concrete recommendations for hotel management related to 

the sample of five-star hotels in Tripoli. 

2. Theoretical benefits – proposal and practical application of performance monitor-

ing methodology applicable generally in the hotel industry in Libya. 

When such hotels are privatized, taxes will be imposed on them, and this will help 

the general board of tourism in establishing new tourist projects or maintain the existing 

projects. 

Future Dimensions And Implications Of This Study 

This study is concerned with subjects related to hotels and tourism from an administra-

tive and service perspective. Dealing with the organizational hierarchical structures of 

hotels and their effect on the hotel services and the development of tourism, this study 

have covered a number of topics, but there still is a need to study and analyze them 

deeper  in order to improve the hotel and tourism services in the Great Jamahiriya. The 

researcher highlights some of the topics which may draw the attention and which con-

sider the hotel and tourism sector as one of the most important areas of interest. The 

tourism marketing, for example, should be introduced to the our hotels as one of the 

most important administrative activities. Our hotels' management should come up with 

these new departments focused on tourism marketing and give them the due importance 

they deserve. It is also important to study the behavior of the employees at these hotels 

as they are one of the most important factors that affect the hotel operation and encour-

age them to provide the best services by making the best contribution they can in this 

process. It is also important to carry out economic feasibility study of the hotels operat-

ing in Libya especially in the light of the fact that foreign investors are entering the Lib-

yan market. 
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